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CPP START-UP PROCEDURES

1) Close input breaker

2) Close DC breaker

3) Close auto bypass if available

4) Push emergency run button - light will come on

5) Push start button unit will come up to speed in 3 seconds you will get a DC faulty alarm, silence
the alarm

6) Re-push emergency run button - light will go out

7) Push fault x-set button, DC speed control board will light up and close M2 contactor

8) Push and hold transfer to utility button

9) Close output breaker

10) Open maintenance bypass breaker

11) Push and hold transfer to generator button until unit transfers load. Load is no on critical RUPS

NOTE: NEVER PUSH TRANSFER TO GENERATOR BUTTON WHILE LOAD IS SUPPLIED BY
MAINTENANCE BYPASS BREAKER.



CPP SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE

1) Push and hold transfer to utility push button until unit transfers to bypass, you will get an alarm

2) Close maintenance bypass breaker if available

3) Open output breaker if maintenance breaker is closed (if there is no maintenance breaker omit)

4) Push stop button

5) Open input breaker if in maintenance bypass

6) Open DC breaker

7) Open auto bypass breaker if available

Unit should now be isolated but verify with volt meter

NOTE: NEVER PUSH TRANSFER TO GENERATOR BUTTON WHILE LOAD IS SUPPLIED BY
MAINTENANCE BYPASS BREAKER.



0 REMEDIAL MAINTENANCE

7.2.2.4.3 COMMUTATOR INSPECTION

SECTION 7
i

1 . Carefully inspect the entire commutator for wear and/or abnormal ccndilion.  The
commutator should have a ‘lilm* light brown in color where brushes contact the surface
of the commutator. THIS IS NORMAL, the film must be even and not have black bums
or pilled areas.

2. ihe commutator should be circular with a variance of less than .OOl’. The commutator
should have no detectable wear from where lhe  brushes contact lo the ‘unused
sections.

3. No mechanical defec:s  (scralches.  gouges, grooves etc.) should be present on
commutator.

7.2.2.4.4 BRUSH SEATING.. (conmuring  brush contact face to match comfnu~arcr  surface)

Brush sealing can be  accomplished using one of .wo methods._ .

Method one involves using  sandpiper lo radius the brush surface and is not  abrasive lo the commutator.
This is to be used in all cases where the commutator film is in a normal condition.

motor at.normal  speed’and Ihe-DC-section  disabled using?,  .“. :=-i:
be  used wheie7heco,mm-~!ator  has-minor-damage:o.crbe  ![lrn~~

.. .- ..: ,.:,I  : :~
,._-  _... .L-zz..Y  -- - i_ ;‘_--_  ..:. _ .l.~:-~--.:--~- ._,i  .-,‘.~~..__A_.-. --z c., ._  I_.-A. METHOD ONE

-.y--  .r_~~-~.~~~----‘~~~-:‘.--.  .:-y.-:.;= ‘(

5
._._,._.___._____  _ _  ..~.~-..-___---.-.__-  -..-  - -.__----.--me- -  __-..  . I  .  .._ ‘L-  ..,_  -.  - - - -__ ---.  _~ i _

.-_._  -‘.  ” 11;--Mark~~ll:6~~~~~~uc~hal~heycan  be r~pl~~sxactlyJh.e.samepmilki~~
---..--.--..

--__
‘: :. ..2. .-’ .’ Cut  a s&li&6i  SANDPAPER NOT EMERY CLOTH of grade 150 or higher idlhe’same

widlh’as  the commutator and at a length slightly longer than the circumference of the
commutator. ~~.l  _ -

3. Place a strip of masking tape 2’ to 3’ wide (or similar tape that will not leave a residue
on the  commutator) along the lop of the sandpaper prepared in step 2. It may be
necessary to tape both front and back of Ibe  sandpaper for proper adhesion, if so,
posflion  tape for less than half of the adhesive side of the tape contacting the abrasive
side of the sandpaper. Place the other section of the  tape on the back of the sandpaper
so that all but l/2’  of the tape adhesive side contacts the  sandpaper backing.

4. Install the sandpaper on the commutator. You will be installing sandpaper around the
commutator so that the taped edge will be overlapped by the other end of lhe
sandpaper as the  commutator is rotated in il’s normal direction. Use the edge of one of
the  commutator bars lo make sure alignment is proper. When sandpaper is straight on
commutalor  press on tape lo adhere and rotate the  armature in it’s normal direction.

Reinstall all brushes, in the original marked position..’

With the new brushes in their holders and resting on lhe  sandpaper wrapped  On  the
commutator. slowly rotate lhe commulalor  several revolutions in its normal direction of
relation.
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REMEDIAL MAINTENANCE SECTION 7

7 . Lib several brushes from their  holders IO see if 90 96 or more of Ihe brush surface is
radiused  10 fit rhe commutator. If so. proceed 10 neM  step. If nor. repeat steps 6. and 7.

Note:

DO NOT YfASTE  BRUSH BY OVER SANDING.

Remove all brushes. Carefully remove sandpaper by first rotating the commutator ‘:
BACKWARDS and then feeding sandpaper out in opposite direction as when seating
brushes.

Thoroughly vacuum clean the DC section. Pay particular attention lo the areas near the
brush studs as brush dust may accumulate there during brush seating. Brush dust is
very conductive and can cause grave damage to the DC Motor/Generator if not
removed.

Inspect all brushes, remove any loose brush dust. -1

Inspect the commutator, remove any residual adhesive from tape using a clean rag.

Reinstall brushes in proper marked positions. Check that  brushes all have proper spring
tension but are otherwise free lo move in brush holder.

l l l WARNING l l * -.---- =~._ n :... -.z.Lz--I-. .._.-.  - - - - . . ~ . . -_

=. _.A --THE SYSTEk&WHZDE_
WHEN PERFORMING THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES. WEAR SAFETY GLASSES,_--::  .:-:-:.~--::  ~~-:: ._..,....._  -.--_
DUST MASK AND EAR PROTECTION WHEN SEATING BRUSHES. I’-‘- -‘~?;=-  --------- .-

1 . Start  up the system and operate in the.Emergency  Run Mode. Do not close DC :-: -. :z,..  -. :
~-disconnect switch.

2. With all brushes installed, use WHITE SEATER STONE, P/N 180003. Hold the stone
lightly touching the commutator at the LEADING edge of each brush on each stud. This
allows the abrasive particles lo travel underneath each brush face, contouring it lo match
the commutator surface.

3. Use a minimum amount of seater stone and examine a few brushes frequently until
approximately 70 to 8096 of brush face is contoured.

4. Lift each brush by its shunt to free it of any brush or stone dust between brush and its
holder. Brush must slide freely in its holder for satisfactory operation.

7.2.2.4.5 BRUSH DUST REMOVAL:

l l l CAUTION l l l

Brush dust is electrically conductive and, if accumulated in ceriain  areas, can
cause electrical Ilashovers, seriously damaging DC Motor and causing shutdown
of Ihe  motor generator set. Dust removal is mandatory.
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T REMEDIAL MAINTENANCE SECTION  i

7.2.2.4 REPLACEMENT OF BRUSHES IN DC MOTOR ONLY:

� l l WARNING l l l

BEFORE AT-TEMPTING ANY BRUSH MAINTENANCE, TURN OFF SYSTEM,
REMOVE ALL AC INPUT POWER AND OPEN DC DISCONNECT SWITCH. VERIFY
ELECTRICALSTATE  OF THE SYSTEM WITH AN ACCURATE VOLT OHM METER. ,.

7.2.2.4.1 GAINING ACCESS TO MOTOR BRUSHES:

1 . Remove the two side covers from end bracket by removing the cap screws.

7.2.2.4.2 BRUSH REPLACEMENT:

Note: ”

USE ONLY CPP FACTORY SUPPLIED BRUSHES IF REPLACEMENT IS MANDATORY

Use a drop light  because you must see what you are doing. DO NOT WORK .BY
zc,  ; .,c-FEEL,  ,..:_i __i ii.z>:i-..--___- -d-.:~ =::...+-wL<A”=Fi-;  7=  ii.iiii -. :.._--

_ _ _ _  -.. ~... . ../  _ -..a: -_~_: __ _~~..  ..- . : i.~
.G--. - -~

.‘,.r=r-
._--.-  ..~._ 2..

one & brush and replace it with one-new
z standoff on brushstud.‘=.  -Z’Z-

_ _  .--- ,; .~~~--  ---~.Ez=TL .---- _-_- -_.
. . - - _...__._.  -,.3  ._._._  - __-.

Pull up on brush shunt and at same time lift-brush spring and hook the brush spring
over clip to retain the.biush spring in the raised position. .’

4.

5.

Remove old brush.

Slide new brush into brush holder.

Note:

If the new brush is a composite type (example: a thin wafer of different
composilton is cemented to the brush), this wafer side MUST be installed on the
TRAIUNG  SIDE of the brush. Note direction of rotation of commutator.

6. Attach brush shunt to brush stud and tighten cap screw securely. Make certain brush
shunt terminal is under flat washer on cap screw.

7.

0.

Attach brush wear sensor lead fo quick connect terminal of standoff.

Adjust brush shunt and wear sensor leads so that as brush wears. the leads will not
restrict brush movement.

9. Repeat brush replacement steps for remaining brushes.
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES SECTION 4

REMINDER

For successful start-up:

Study the manual.
Become familiar with the system.
Follow procedures.

WARNING

THE SYSTEM WILL BE ENERGIZED DURING THE START-UP PROCEDURE. ALWAYS
VERIFY THE ELECTRICAL STATE  OF THE SYSTEM WITH AN ACCURATE VOLT OHM
METER. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN ELECTROCUTION.

4.2.1 PRE-OPkRATIONAL  VERIFICATION

CHECK NAMEPLATE

Make certain that the voltage and frequency of the AC and DC power sources and power requirements
correspond with the specifications of the nameplate. Measure the AC and DC input voltages with an
accurate voltmeter before connection to machine.

CHECK OPENtNGS

Check all ventilation openings for obstructions, and make sure that no foreign matter has entered the
rotating equipment.

CHECK ROTARY

Manually check for free rotation of the rotating components. Remove any rotor @king  devices that may
have been installed for shipping.

CHECK FOR MOISTURE

Visually check all components and exposed wiring. If the windings have become wet, check winding
insulation resistance, and if low, dry windings before operating unit.

CHECK MOUNTtNG

Check the RUPS mounting to insure Ease is level and the floor material is of suitable strength to properly
support the rotary and controls. Adjust vibration pads as necessary.

CHECK CONNECTIONS

Check all input and output AC and DC electric terminals to insure proper connections.
become familiar with the facility circuit breakers and disconnects.

Identify and

CHECK AREA

Remove all tools and shop clothes from the vicinity of the equipment. Make certain all covers and
protective guards are installed before applying power to the system.
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

WARNING

SECTION 4

>’ ’ AFTER COMPLETtNG  INSTALLATION AND PRECAUTION CHECKS, MAKE AN INITIAL
START AND OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT OF THE EQUIPMENT AS OUTLINED BELOW.
OPERATfONAL  OlRECTfON  OF ROTATION OF ROTOR IS IMPORTANT! FAILURE TO
FOLLOW ROTATIONAL ARROW WILL DAMAGE THE UNIT. (ROTATIONAL ARROW IS
LOCATED ON THE ROTARY UNIT.)

4.2.2 SYSTEM START-UP PROCEDURE

CLOSE AC INPUT CB

Apply AC input voltage to the unit. Verify proper input voltage and phase rotation with an accurate Volt
Ohm Meter and rotation meter at the input terminals. The green UTILITY FOWER indicator will light, and
after a time delay, all the DIGITAL METERS will Illuminate.

To silence any alan.  push the appropriate red lighted pushbutton. If the DIGITAL METERS do not light,
the input phase rotation may be reversed. Check the POWER QUAUTY  MODULE (Refer to the
troubleshootlng guide in section 7.) Using the INPUT PANEL VOLT / AMMETER PHASE SELECTOR
SWITCH, check for proper input voltage.

ROTATION A-B-C [ ] UTILITY POWER INDICATOR [ ]

VOM PANEL METER

A-B VAC 1 - 2 VAC
B-C VAC 2-3 VAC
A-C VAC l-3 VAC

I EMERGENCYRUNPUSHBUTTON

Momentarily push grid  latch the red EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton. Its indicaloiwill  remain lighted.
indicating that the unit can be started and operated. without energizing the DC section of the unit.

EMERGENCY RUN PUSHBUl-fON [ ]

START PUSHBUTTON

Momentarily push the START pushbutton. Listen for abnormal noises or vibration. To silence any alarm,
push the appropriate red lighted pushbutton.

STARTPUSHBUTTON  []

Stop the unit by pushing the red STOP pushbutton, and ObseNe the direction of rotation of the rotor as
the unit is slowing down. If the rotor directlon rotation is incorrect, refer to the AC motor troubleshooting
guide.

STOP PUSHBUlTON [ ]

ENGINE GENERATOR INTERFACE

(FOR SYSTEMS WITHOUT ENGINE GENERATOR CONTINUE THE PROCEDURE AT RESTART ON
PAGE 5 IN THIS SECTION.)
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES SECTION 4

Verify  signal and power wires are installed between RUPS and ABT (Automatic Buss Transfer Switch)
section of the engine  generator controls.

Verify proper phase rotation throughout the ABT.

Start the Engine Generator set and allow the ABT to transfer.

Repeat steps above for RUPS input from Engine Generator.

To silence any alarm, push the appropriate red lighted pushbutton. If the DIGITAL METERS do not light,
Ihc input phase rotation may be reversed. (Refer to troubleshooting guide.) Using the INPUT PANEL
VOLT-AMMETER PHASE SELECTOR SWITCH, check for proper input voltage and frequency.

FREQUENCY ’ Hz ROTATION A-B-C [ ] UTILITY YOWER  INDICATOR [ ]

: V O M PANEL METER

A-B VAC 1-2. VAC
B-C VAC 2-3 VAC
A-C VAC 1-3 VAC

EMERGENCY RUN PUSHBUTTON

Momentarily push and latch the red EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton. Its indicator will remain lighted,
indicating that the unlt can be started and operated, without energizing the DC section of the unit.

EMERGENCYRUNPUSHBUTTON  []

START PUSHBUlTON

Momentarily push the START pushbutton. Listen  for abnormal noises or vibration: Jo silence any alarm,
push the approprfate red lighted pushbutton.

START PUSHBUTTON [ ]

Stop the unit by pushing the red STOP pushbutton, and observe  the direction of rotation of the rotor as
the unit is slowing down.
guide.

If the rotor direction rotation is incorrect, refer to the AC motor iroubleshooting

STOP PUSHBUTTON []

RE-TFtANSFER  A B T

Transfer the ABT from Engine Generator (Emergency) back to Utility (Normal), Engine Generator should
shutdown after Over Run or Cool Down cycle is completed.

R E S T A R T
I

Restart the unit.  and after the unit is fully up to speed, note that the green RUPS ON UTIUTY indicator is
lil. Use the INPUT PANEL VOLTMETER SELECTOR SWITCH to check the utility AC input line voltage
level and current levels for being even.
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

0 INPUT PANEL METER

SECTION 4

,’ 1-2 VAC AAC
2-3 VAC AAC
1-3 VAC L3 AAC

OUTPUTPANELMETER

Check generator output with OUTPUT VOLT-AMMETER SELECTOR SWITCH. Check generator output
and phase rotation with accurate Volt Ohm Meter and rotation meter at the input to the generator LOAD
CONTACTOR. Output voltage must be + 10% of generator voltage printed on nameplate. Record values
on next page.

PANEL METER VOM AT GENERATOR

1-2 VAC A-B VAC
2-3 VAC

EC” .
VAC

1-3 VAC VAC

PHASE ROTATlON A-B-C [ ]

STOP SYSTEM

Stop the unft  by pushlng the red STOP pushbutton

DC DISCONNECT

0 The following steps should be accomplished ONLY after the BATTERY  PLANT has been THOROUGHLY

(
CHECKED and meets or exceeds battery manufactures and/or IEEE 450-1987 specifications.

Close DC DISCONNECT to apply battery input to the unit. Verify  battery bus voltage and polarity at DC
INPUT TERMINALS with Volt Ohm Meter. Battery bus voltage must be 96 to 113 volts DC.

POLARITY [ ]

DC PANEL METER

Observe the digital  DC PANEL METER. If a minus (-) sign precedes the DC Volts value. the battery has
been misconnected.  (Refer to electrical connections section.)

DC Volts VDC

POLARITY [ ]

RELEASE EMERGENCY RUN PUSHBUTTON

Remove the covers from the front of the control cabinet. Identify the DC contactor M-2. From M-2 a
power connection will route to the DC meter shunt. Disable M-2 closure operation by removing the time
delay relay marked TO-3. Put TO-3 in a safe place to avoid any damage. Momentarily push and unlatch
the red EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton, the light inside the EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton will
extinguish. Momentary push the FAULT RESET pushbutton. Observe several lights illuminate on the DC
Speed control module. Measure the DC VOLTAGE from the top to the bottom of the DC CONTACTOR
(M-2) with the negath/e  meter lead on the side of M-2 identified above. This voltage must be less than

m

+15 volts DC.

i
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

M-2 VOLTAGE TOP TO BOTTOM

RESTORE SYSTEM

SECTION 4

VDC

Momentary press EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton. Notice that the lights on the DC MOTOR FIELD
CONTROL MODULE extinguish. Replace TD-3 back into it’s socket. DO NOT FORCE RELAY. The
relay is keyed make sure keyway  is  property aligned.

VERIFY CHARGING

Again momentary press the EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton. After a time delay contactor M-2 will close.
Check battery charge voltage and current levels.

VDC

AMPS DC

4.2.3 LOAD SAFETY AND OPERATION CHECKOUT

OUTPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER

Verify that the facility OUTPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER is open to prevent powering customer equipment.

OUTPUT CB OPEN [ ]

UTlLllY  MAINTENANCE

Set the MAINTENANCE UT SWITCH to the OFF position and the MG SWITCH to the ON position.

UT SWITCH [ ]

MG SWITCH [ ]

START SYSTEM

Push red EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton verify it is illuminated, then push green START pushbutton.

GENERATOR READY

The green GENERATOR READY indicator will light and AC OUTPUT PANEL METER will indicate output
voltage after normal system time delays.

GENERATOR READY INDICATOR [ ]

TRANSFER TO MOTOR GENERATOR

Verify that the MG SWITCH on the control panel is in the ON position. Momentarily push the green
TRANSFER TO GEN pushbutton. When the SELECT ENABLE indicator illuminates, push the green
LOAD ON pushbutton and the pushbutton will illuminate.

TRANSFER TO GEN PUSHBUTTON [ ]

LOADON  PUSHBUTTON[]
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

VERIFV  OUTPUT VOLTAGE

SECTION 4

Check output voltage and phase rotation with Volt Ohm Meter and phase rotation meter at the OUTPUT
TERMINALS and at input to customer OUTPUT CIRCUIT SREAKER.

OUTPUT TERMINALS CUSTOMER CS INPUT

A-B VAC A-B VAC
0-C VAC B-C VAC
A-C VAC A-C VAC

PHASE ROTATION A-B-C [ ] PHASE ROTATION [ ]

OUTPUT VOLTAGE ADJUST

Locate the OUTPUT VOLTAGE ADJUST RHEOSTAT inside front control panel. Generator output voltage
can be raised or lowered by turning the knob clockwise or counter-clockwise, respectively. The
VOLTAGE RANGE ADJUST located inside the voltage Regulator can also be used to adjust the voltage
only if the OUTPUTVOLTAGE ADJUST RHEOSTAT has insufficient range to adjust voltage to desired
value.

OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION

Calculate overvoltage fault threshold by multiplying rated nominal output voltage times 1 .lO. This will be
10% overvoltage.

VAC (OVERVOLTAGE)

c

Turn VOLTAGE ADJUST RHEOSTAT and/or VOLTAGE RANGE ADJUST on Voltage Regulator clockwise
to overvoltage condition. Check OUTPUT PANEL METER. Verity that green LOAD ON and green GEN
READY indicator lights go out. When the above condition occurs, the system will disconnect load, time
out and shut down. >_

OUTPUT FAULT - AUDIO ALARM

The OUTPUT FAULT indicator on the SYSTEM STATUS PANEL will illuminate and’the AUDIO ALARM will
sound, indicating problems and the system will shutdown.

To silence ALARM.  depress OUTPUT FAULT pushbutton and latch. The OUTPUT FAULT pushbutton will
begin flashing.

OUTPUT FAULT [ ]

SILENCE AUDIO ALARM  [ ]

RE-ADJUST VOLTAGE ADJUST RHEOSTAT

Turn VOLTAGE ADJUST RHEOSTAT counter-clockwise to original position,

‘0
!
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

RESTART SYSTEM

SECTION 4

I’ Momentarily push the red FAULT RESET pushbutton, then the green START pushbutton to restart
system. Return voltage level to nominal. Momentarily push the red FAULT RESET pushbutton, verify
green GENERATOR READY indicator is~illuminated,  and momentarily push the green TRANSFER TO
GEN pushbutton. When the SELECT ENABLE indicator illuminates, push the green LOAD ON
pushbutton and the pushbutton will illuminate.

TRANSFER TO GEN PUSHBUTTON [ ]

LOAD ON PUSHBUTTON [ ]

Unlatch red OUTPUT FAULT pushbutton ahd verify normal operating condition.

UNDERVOLTAGE PROTECTtON

Calculate undervoltage fault threshold by multiplying rated output voltage times .9 This will be 10%
undervoltage.

VAC (UNDERVOLTAGE)

0

Turn VOLTAGE ADJUST RHEOSTAT and/or VOLTAGE RANGE ADJUST on Voltage Regulator counter-
dockwise  to undervoltage condition. Check OUTPUT PANEL METER. Verify that green LOAD ON and
green GEN READY indicator lights go out. When the above condition occurs, the system will disconnect
load, time out and shut down.

READJUSTVOLTAGEADJUSTRHEOSTAT

Turn VOLTAGE ADJUST RHEOSTAT counter-clockwise lo original position.

\ RESTART SYSTEM

Momentarily push the red FAULT RESET pushbutton, then the green START pushbutton to restart
system. Return voltage level to nominal and leave In EMERGENCY RUN mode (pushbutton illuminated).
Momentarily push the red FAULT RESET pushbutton, verify green GENERATOR READY indicator is
illuminated, and momentarily push the green TRANSFER TO GEN pushbutton. When the SELECT
ENABLE indicator illuminates, push the green LOAD ON pushbutton and the pushbutton will illuminate.

TRANSFERTOGEN PUSHBUTTON 1)

LOAD ON PUSHBUTTON [ ]

THE REMAINDER OF THE LOAD SAFETY  OPERATION AND CHECKOUT WILL BE
ACCOMPUSHED DURING THE DC RUN VERIFICATION.

4.2.4 DC RUN VERIFICATION

RELEASEEMERGENCYRUN PUSHBUTTON

Momentarily push and unlatch the red EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton, the light inside the EMERGENCY
RUN pushbutton will extinguish. Momentary push the FAULT RESET pushbutton. Observe several lights
illuminate on the DC MOTOR FIELD CONTROL MODULE readjust the voltage level to nominal. After a
tlme delay contactor M-2 will close, and the FAULT RESET pushbutton will extinguish. Check the DC

0
DIGITAL METER readings for battery charge voltage and current levels.
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES SECTION 4

RUN SYSTEM

I Allow the unit to operate in this state (minimum 2 hours) until temperatures stabilize and batteries are at
normal float charge level. (Refer to battery system and charge/speed control sections for additional
informatlon regarding initial charging of batteries.)

float battery current should be less than 5 amps.

ACTUAL DC CURRENT AMPS DC

CONNECT FREQUENCY METER

Connect an accurate frequency meter (anaiog or digital) to the output of the generator at the input of the
LOAD CONTACTOR (LC) ff meter voltage rating allows. or connect the frequency meter to the secondary
of transformer T-2.

OPEN INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER

Open the Facilftles  AC INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER. The unit should continue operating smoothly from
battery power. Check the DC DIGITAL METER readings for DC run voltage and current levels. The DC
AMMETER will show (-) negative for discharge. Check and record the frequency of the output.

NO LOAD DC RUN

VOLTAGE VDC

0
CURRENT AMPS DC

(

NO LOAD DC RUN FREQUENCY Hz.

Locate ‘test’ connector 04 and the test point selector rotary switch on the DC MOTOR FIELD CONTROL
P.C. BOARD. Connect a Dlgital  Voltmeter capable of reading 19.99 volts DC to the nearest one-
hundredth of a volt (.Ol volt) with the negative lead on the bottom pin of the test connector and the
positive lead on the top pin.

Switch the rotary test point selector switch on the DC MOTOR FIELD CONTROL P.C. BOARD to position
# 4. Measure the TP 4 voltage to the nearest one-hundredth of a volt and record.

Tf’  4 VOLTAGE VDC

LOADSAFEl-YUNDERFREtXtENCY

Slowly turn the HERTZ ADJ pot (Pl) on the DC MOTOR FIELD CONTROL MODULE counter-clockwise
to slow down motor and lower frequency to 55 Hz. As the output frequency reaches the 55 hertz setting
the LOAD ON indicator will extinguish, and the red FAULT indicator will illuminate momentarily. The
RUPS will shut down due to a LOAD SAFETY UNDER FREQUENCY TRIP. Allow the rotor to come to a
complete stop.

Re-adjust the HERTZ ADJ  pot (Pl) on the DC MOTOR FIELD CONTROL MODULE back to the original
value recorded above.

RE-CLOSE INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER

0

Close the Facilltles~AC INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER.
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0 SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

RESTART SYSTEM

SECTION 4

i Restart MRU in normal start mode (EMERGENCY RUN). Remove TD-3 store in a safe place. Push
EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton (pushbutton will extinguish) then momentarily push FAULT RESET
pushbutton (pushbutton will remain illuminated). Turn HERTZ ADJ pot Pl on the DC MOTOR FIELD
CONTROL P.C. BOARD clockwise to bring the voltage on TP 4 close to the voltage recorded on
previous page.

Push EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton (pushbutton will illuminate). Replace time delay relay TD-3.

RELEASE EMERGENCY RUN PUSHBUTTON

Push EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton (pushbutton will extinguish) then momentarfly push FAULT RESET
pushbutton (pushbutton will extinguish). Observe several lights illuminate on the DC MOTOR FIELD
CONTROL MODULE. After a time delay contactor M-2 will close, and the FAULT RESET pushbutton will
extinguish. Check the DC DIGITAL METER readings for battery charge voltage and current levels.
Verify load safety to be ready mode. Momentarily push the green TRANSFER TO GEN pushbutton.
When the SELECT ENABLE indicator illuminates, push the green LOAD ON pushbutton and the
pushbutton will illuminate.

OPEN INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER

Open the Facilities AC INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER. The unit should continue operating smoothly from
battery power. Check the DC DIGITAL METER readings for DC run voltage and current levels. The DC
AMMETER will show (-) negative for discharge.

0
LOADSAFETYOVERFREQUENCY

t

Slowly turn the HERR ADJ pot (Pl) on the DC MOTOR FIELD CONTROL MODULE clockwise to
increase the speed of motor and raise frequency to 64.5 Hz. As the output frequency reaches the 64.5
hertz setting the LOAD ON indicator will extinguish, and the red FAULT RESET indicator will illuminate
momentarily. The RUPS will shut down due to a LOAD SAFETY OVER FREQUENCY TRIP. Allow the
rotor to come to a complete stop.

RE-CLOSE INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER

Close the Facilities AC INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER.

RESTARTSYSTEM

Restart MRU in normal start mode (EMERGENCY RUN). Remove TD-3 store in a safe place. Push
EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton (pushbutton will extinguish) then momentarily push FAULT RESET
pushbutton (pushbutton will remain illuminated). Turn HERTZ ADJ pot Pl on the DC MOTOR FIELD
CONTROL P.C. BOARD clockwise to bring the voltage on TP 4 to the voltage recorded previously.

Push EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton (pushbutton will illuminate). Replace time delay relay TD-3

RELEASEEMERGENCYRUN PUSHBUTTON

Momentarily push and unlatch the red EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton, the light inside  the EMERGENCY
RUN pushbutton will extinguish. Momentary push the FAULT RESET pushbutton. Observe several lights
flluminate  on the DC MOTOR FIELD CONTROL MODULE. After a time delay contactor M-2 will close,
and the FAULT RESET pushbutton will extinguish. Check the DC DIGITAL METER readings for battery

0
charge voltage and current levels. Verify  load safety to be ready mode.

.’
I
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES SECTION 4

OPEN INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER

Open the Facilities AC INPUT  CIRCUIT BREAKER. The unit should continue operating smoothly from
battery power. Check the DC DIGITAL METER readings for DC run voltage and current levels. The DC
AMMETER will show (-) negative for discharge.

ADJUST DC RUN FREQUENCY

Check the DC run frequency, adjust the HERTZ ADJ pot (Pl) on the DC MOTOR FIELD CONTROL
MODULE as needed to set the output frequency to previously recorded value.(59.5 HZ nominal)

RE-CLOSE INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER ,

Close the Facilities AC INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER. After a preset time delay, the unit will return to
operating on the AC motor and the DC motor will become a generator to charge the battery. Check the
DC DIGITAL METER readings for battery charge voltage and current levels.

REMOVE TEST EQUIPMENT

Carefully remove the frequency meter from LOAD CONTACTOR or T-2 TRANSFORMER. Carefully
remove the Dlgftal  Voltmeter from the DC MOTOR FIELD CONTROL MODULE.

4.3 AUTOMATIC BYPASS PANEL DESCRIPTION

The Automatic Bypass Panel is designed to provide an uninterruptible “no-break” transfer of power
to the load from the Motor Generator (MG) output to Utility Power (UT) and vice versa.

OPERATION

In the event of a generator overfoad.  motor overtoad. output overvoltage, undervoltage.  overfrequency,
underfrequency, or overtemperature. the generator will signal the Automatic Bypass circuits to transfer
the load to utility power. The Automatic Bypass will transfer the load to utility power only if the utility
power is within the preset over/under voltage limits. The MAINTENANCE UT SWITCH and MG SWITCH.
located on the control panel, allows the operator to choose from four system modes. (Some options also
provide for transfer to utility if the STOP or REP0  pushbuttons are depressed.)

1)

2)

3)

4)

UT ON - MG OFF: Load can be connected to the utility bypass line only.

MG ON - UT OFF: Load can be connected to MG output only.

UT ON - MG ON: Load can be transferred from MG to UT or vice versa

UT OFF - MG OFF: Transfer Inhibited. Cannot connect the load either manually or
automatically.

4.3.1 AUTOMATIC BYPASS PANEL PRELIMINARY VERIFICATION

UT TRANSFER OPERATION

Locate the MAINTENANCE UT / MG SWITCH (inside the control panel). Set the switches to UT ON
MG OFF.

Close facility AC Input Circuit Breaker to apply power to the Automatic Bypass UT input terminals.
Check for input phase rotation to the Bypass input terminals. Note that the UTlLllY  READY indicator is

SectionOPage  11



SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

0 lit.
RESTART SYSTEM

SECTION 4

I Restart the system and perform the following procedures,

VERIFY VOLTAGES

Locate the GENERATOR OUTPUT CONTACTOR ( LC ) and the BYPASS CONTACTOR ( M3 ) located on
the control panel. Check for correct phase rotation at the GENERATOR OUTPUT CONTACTOR, and the
BYPASS CONTACTOR terminals.

The MRU will only transfer from MG to UT power when the phase relationship is paralleled. Due to the
use of an lnductlon motor there is a slip factor that is determined by the loading of the system.

When differences between the MOTOR/GENERATOR and UTIUTY BYPASS’ are within the calibrated
frequency and phase tolerances of the Sync/Bypass Modules for transfer, and switch selection is
correct, the automatic bypass panel will be able to transfer to the mode requested.

GENERATOR INPUT BYPASS INPUT

1-2 VAC A-B VAC
2-3 VAC B-C VAC
1-3 VAC A-C VAC

PHASE ROTATION [ ]

0
4.3.2 AUTOMATIC BYPASS CHECKOUT

f
UT SWITCH ON

\ 8 Close the Facilities AC Input Circuit Breaker and switch the UT SWITCH to the ON position. Momentarily
push the TRANSFER TO UTIUTY pushbutton then the LOAD ON pushbutton located on the AUTOMATIC
BYPASS PANEL Note that the red LOAD ON UTIUTY indicator is lit and the AUDIO ALARM  sounds.
Press PUSH TO SILENCE pushbutton to silence the AUDIO ALARM.  At the OUTPUT TERMINALS, use a
phase rotation meter to verffy  that the phase rotation agrees with markings A-B-C.

PHASE ROTAlION  MUST BE CORRECT AS MARKED A-B-C,OR DAMAGE WILL
RESULT.

LOAD OFF

Push the LOAD OFF pushbutton to disconnect the power to the OUTPUT TERMINALS.

Section4Page  12



SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

0 MG SWITCH ON

SECTION 4

Set MG SWITCH to ON position. Push the green TRANSFER TO GENERATOR pushbutton. and then
the LOAD ON pushbutton located on the AUTOMATIC BYPASS PANEL At the OUTPUT TERMINALS.
verify that the phase rotatlon agrees with markings A-E-C.

PHASE ROTATtON [ ]

WARNING

PROPER VERIFICATION OF PHASE ROTATtON MUST BE MADE BEFORE PROCEEDING.
FAILURE TO COMPLY COULD BE CATASTROPHIC TO PERSONNEL AND SYSTEM.

LOAD OFF
I

Push the LOAD OFF pushbutton to disconnect the power to the OUTPUT TERMINALS.

NORMAL OPERATION

Set the UT SWITCH and the MG SWITCH to the ON position. With the Generator in operation and utility
power applied to the Bypass Input terminals, momentarily push the green TRANSFER TO GENERATOR
pushbutton and then the LOAD ON pushbutton, located on the Automatic Bypass Panel. This will
momentarily illuminate the SELECT ENABLE lamp then close the GENERATOR LOAD CONTACTOR.
supplying generator power to the load and illuminating the green TRANSFER TO GENERATOR
pushbutton. Momentarily push the red TRANSFER TO LfTlUTy  pushbutton on the Automatic Bypass
Panel. This will momentarily Illuminate the SELECT ENABLE lamp then transfer the load to the BYPASS
CONTACTOR. supplying Utility power to the load and illuminating the red TRANSFER TO UTILITY

‘pushbutton. Once again, push the green TRANSFER TO GENERATOR pushbutton to transfer the load
to the Generator.

UTfUlY BYPASS ENABLED - MOTOR GENERATOR INHIBITED

Set the UT SWITCH to ON and when the ENABLE led on the SYNC RELAY WITH PHASE MONITOR
module is lit switch the MG SWITCH to the OFF positton. With the Generator in operation and utility
power applied to the Bypass Input terminals. Notice that as the MG SWITCH was moved to the OFF
position (simulating a motor/generator fault) the AUTOMATIC BYPASS transferred the load to
TRANSFER TO UTlLllY  mode. On the Automatic Bypass Panel momentarily push the green TRANSFER
TO GENERATOR pushbutton and verify it has no effect, Verffy  the LOAD ON pushbutton, located on the
Automatic Bypass Panel Is still illuminated. Verify the SELECT ENABLE lamp does NOT momentarily
illuminate or close the generator load contactor. Momentarily push the red TRANSFER TO UTIUTY
pushbutton on the Automatlc Bypass Panel. Verify it has no effect. Verify the BYPASS CONTACTOR is
still supplying Utility  power to the load.

UTIUN BYPASS INHiBITED - MOTOR GENERATOR ENABLED

First recover system to normal mode as on previous page. Then set the UT SWITCH to OFF and the MG
SWITCH to the ON position. With the Generator in operation and utility power applied to the Bypass
Input terminals. On the Automatic Bypass Panel momentarily push the red TRANSFER TO UTIUN
pushbutton and verify it has no effect. Verii the LOAD ON pushbutton, located on the Automatic Bypass
Panel is still illuminated. Verity the SELECT ENABLE lamp does NOT momentarily illuminate or close the
bypass contactor. Momentarily push the green TRANSFER TO GENERATOR pushbutton on the
Automatic Bypass Panel. Verify it has no effect. Verify the LOAD CONTACTOR is still supplying
Motor/Generator power the load.
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

0’ OPERATION INHIBITED

SECTION 4

t
To prevent powering the load from the Generator Power Or Utility Power, either automatic or manual, set
both the UT SWITCH and MG SWITCH to the OFF position. The load cannot be connected.

LOAD OFF

The load can be disconnected at any time from the Automatic Bypass Panel by pushing the LOAD OFF
pushbutton. This will automatically disconnect the load, whether the load is supported by the Generator
or the Utility Power.
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

l 4.4 INITIAL START-UP INFORMATION

(

Date of Start-up

Service Company Name

Address I

City,State,Zip  Code

Senior Tech, Signature

Senior Tech, Print Name

Title

0
Assistant Tech, Signature

(
I

Assistant Tech, Print Name

Title

Equipment Owner Company Name

Address

City,State,Zip  C o d e

Supervisor

Title

SECTION 4
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

l 4.5 MRU STANDARD STARTING PROCEDURE

SECTION 4

The Standard Starting Procedures are designed for normal staning and/or stopping the MRU - Rotary
UPS provided by CPP. The installed system should have had the preliminary start-up procedures
performed and have been In service.

Note:

THIS PROCEDURE IS FOR NORMAL OPERATING OF THE SYSTEM ONLY. THIS
PROCEDURE IS NOT TO BE USED FOR INITIAL START-UP.

4.5.1 VERIFY INPUT

Verify AC input CB is closed and the UTIUTY POWER INDICATOR is illuminated. Verify the DC
Disconnect breaker/switch is closed, and clear any alarm by pushing the fault reset pushbutton located
on the control panel. There should be no faults indicated, and the digital volt/amp panel meters should
be illuminated.

.4.5.2 START SYSTEM (NORMAL START)

Push the red EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton (illuminated) then push the green START pushbutton. The
system will starf  on the AC motor. The RUPS ON UTIUTY indicator will be illuminated. Reset any faults
or alarms that may occur by pushing the fault reset pushbutton, If any alarms were silenced, unlatch
and return to normal operation.

0

CHECK CONTROL PANEL METERS

Check the AC input power with input panel VOLT/AMP SELECTOR SWITCH for any large voltage or

t
current differences between phases. Check all phases of output panel for proper output voltage with the

i
SYSTEM STATUS PANEL VOLT/AMP SELECTOR SWITCH.

PLACE  SYSTEM IN NORMAL RUN MODE

Momentary press the EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton. Verify light extinguishes. Momentary press the
FAULT RESET pushbutton and after a tlme delay check that system is charging the battery plant with the
input panel DC VOLT/AMP METER.

VERIFY OUTPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER

Verii that the output CB is closed.

APPLY LOAD TO GENERATOR

Apply the critical load to the system by pushing TRANSFER TO GENERATOR pushbutton and the LOAD
ON pushbutton.

RECHECK FAULTS

Reset any fault condition that may have occurred. If the fault does not clear, refer to the troubleshooting
guidelines.

RECHECK CONTROL PANEL METERS

0
Check the panel meters for any large differences of voltage or current between phases.

i
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0

SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

OPERATE SYSTEM AS NORMAL

SECTION 4

4.5.3 START SYSTEM (LOW INRUSH MODE)

Note:

SYSTEM CAN NOT BE STARTED IN THIS MODE IF BAlTERY  PLANT IS BELOW
BAlTERY  MANUFACTURES END DISCHARGE SPECIFICATION.

Check to make sure the red EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton is NOT lit. Push the green START
pushbutton. The system will start on the DC motor then after a time delay transfer to the AC motor in
the run mode. The RUPS ON UTIUTY indicator will be illuminated. Reset any faults or alarms that may
occur by pushing the f?ult reset pushbutton, If any alarms were silenced, unlatch and return to normal
operation.

CHECK CONTROL PANEL METERS

Check the AC Input power with-input panel VOLT/AMP SELECTOR SWITCH. Check all phases of output
panel for proper output voltage with the SYSTEM STATUS PANEL VOLT/AMP SELECTOR SWITCH.
Check the DC section with input panel DC VOLT/AMP METER for normal battery charging.

VERIFY OUTPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER

Verify that the output CB is closed.

APPLY LOAD TO GENERATOR

0 Apply the critical load to the system by pushing TRANSFER TO GENERATOR pushbutton and the LOAD

(
ON pushbutton.

\ RECHECK FAULTS

Reset any fault condition that may have occurred. If the fault does not clear, refer to the troubleshooting
guidelines.

RECHECK CONTROL PANEL METERS

Check the panel meters for any large differences of voltage or current between phases. OPERATE

SYSTEM AS NORMAL

4.5.4 EMERGENCY RUN OPERATION

Operation on EMERGENCY RUN refers to operating the system as a standard Power Conditioner without
the advantage of the DC backup. The system will provide conditioned power to the load during normal
operation but will disconnect the load and shutdown if a power outage occurs.

Push the EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton. This will disconnect the DC motor/generator from the battery.
The DC FAULT will alarm. To silence the AUDIO AL4RM  push and latch the Alarm indicator. After
switching the system lo EMERGENCY RUN open the DC DISCONNECT.
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES SECTION 4

0 When the START pushbutton is pushed the system will start from the AC input line and come up lo
speed. The GENERATOR READY indicator will light and the load can be reapplied by pushing the

I
TRANSFER TO GENERATOR pushbutton and then the LOAD ON pushbutton.

4.5.5 ALTERNATE OPERATIONS

SYSTEM STOPPING AFTER TRANSFERRING TO BYPASS

Verify that the green UTILITY READY indicator is illuminated. Push the red TRANSFER TO UTILITY
pushbu?ton  to transfer the load from the generator to the utility power. The green SELECT ENABLE
indicator will illuminate momentarily. The red TRANSFER TO UTlUlY  pushbutton/indicator will illuminate
when transfer is completed and the AUDIO,AtARM will sound. Push the PUSH TO SILENCE pushbutton.
Push the STOP pushbutton to stop the system.

SYSTEM STOPPING WITHOUT TRANSFERRING TO BYPASS

To stop the system, push the red LOAD OFF pushbutton !o disconnect the load, then push the red
STOP pushbutton. If the STOP pushbutton is~pushed.  the load will automatically disconnect. (Some
systems are installed with options which transfer the automatic bypass before RUPS shutdown).

TRANSFER TO BYPASS WITH SYSTEM RUNNING

Verify that the green UTILITY READY indicator is  illuminated. Push the red TRANSFER TO UTILITY
pushbulton to transfer the load from the generator to the utility power. The green SELECT ENABLE
Indicator will illuminate momentarily. The red TRANSFER TO UTIUTY pushbutton/indicator will illuminate
when transfer is completed and the AUDIO ALARM  will sound. Push the PUSH TO SILENCE pushbutton.

t TRANSFER TO BYPA&  WfTH SYSTEM STOPPED

‘,\ : Verify  that the green UTlLflY  READY indicator is illuminated. Push the red TRANSFER TO UTILITY
pushbutton and the green LOAD ON pushbutton.

4.5.6 OPERATION WITH ENGINE GENERATOR SET

Normal operations wfth an engine generator are identical to that of utility operations with the following
exceptions.

1. Starting the RUPS on the engine generator may not be possible (depending on the size
of the engine generator) due to in-rush current during spin-up of the motor/generator.

2. Automatic Bypass operations may be very slow or completely inhibited if the output
frequency is unstable or not almost identical to that of the utility frequency.
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0 FiEMEDIAL  ?,~AINTEINANCE SECTION 7
0

DO NOT use compressed air; it could force the conductive carbon dust to
permeate the interior of the motor.

1 .

2.

Stop system and remove all input power.

Use a high-powered vacuum cleaner with a slit attachment that can reach into the ‘;
commutator and brush area. Also use a small DRY paint brush to dislodge the carbon
panicles from brush holders, brush holder studs. wear sensor standoffs. commutator
risers, and general motor end bracket interior so the vacuum can remove them. Do a
thorough job to ensure prolonged motor life.

7.2.2,4.6 REPLACEMENT OF ENDBELL COVERS:

1. Reinstall the covers.
-.. .-

2. Re-tighten cap screws.

7.2.2.4.7 RE-ENERGIZE DC MOTOR/GENERATOR:

_
PROCEotJRE  C O M P L E T E ’  ~:;. : -/-::- ‘.

~.

: ..;- ,, . .:  .‘.’

: : :..:i _
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R.E::IE3lAL  f,lAINTS>JANCS SECTION 7

7 . Lift several brushes from their holders to sac if 90 ?b or more of the brush surface is
radiused  IO fit the commutator. If so. proceed to ne,xt  Sep.  If not repeaf steps 6. and 7.

Note:

DO NOT WASTE BRUSH BY OVER SANDING.

a. Remove all brushes. Carefuli,y  remove sandpaper by first rotating the commutator ‘3
BACKWARDS and then feeding sandpaper out in opposite direction as when seating
brushes.

9.

10.

Thoroughly vacuum clean the DC section. Pay particular attention to the areas near the
brush studs as brush dust may accumulate there during brush seating. Brush dust is
very conductive and can cause grave damage to the DC Motor/Generator if not
removed. _

Inspect all brushes, remove any loose brush dust.
.

11. Inspect the commutator, remove any residual adhesive from tape using a clean rag.

12. Reinstall brushes in proper marked positions. Check that brushes all have.proper  spring
tension but are otherwise free to move in brush holder.

1 . Start up the system and operate in the.Emergency Run  Mode. Do not close DC :I.---- :::~z~.  - ..:’ :
‘~disconnect  s w i t c h .

2. With all brushes installed, use WHITE SEATER STONE, P/N 180003. Hold the stone
lightly touching the commutator at the LEADING edge of each brush on each stud. This
allows the abrasive particles to travel underneath each brush face, contouring it to match
the commutator surface.

3.

4.

Use a minimum amount of seater stone and examine a few brushes frequently until
approximately 70 to 80% of brush face is contoured.

Lift each brush by its shunt to free it of any brush or stone dust between brush and its
holder. Brush must slide freely in its holder for satisfactory operation.

7.2.2.4.5 BRUSH DUST REMOVAL:

l l l CAUTION l l l

Brush dust is electrically conductive and. if accumulated in certain areas, can
cause electrical flashovers.  seriously damaging DC Motor and causing shutdown
of the motor generator set. Dust removal is mandatory.
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: y.  ~~2,  .-~  -. Cut a section-of SANDPAPER NOT EMERY CLOTH of grade 150’or higher tothe.&me
width as the commutator and at a length slightly longer than the circumference of the
commutator.

3. Place a strip of masking tape 2’ lo 3’ wide (or similar tape that will not leave a residue
on the commutator) along the top of the sandpaper prepared in step 2. It may be
necessary to tape both front and back of tbe  sandpaper for proper adhesion, if so,
position tape for less than half of the adhesive side of the tape contacting the abrasive
side of the sandpaper. Place the other section of the lape on the back of the sandpaper
so that all but t/T of the tape adhesive side contacts the sandpaper backing.

REMErDAL  MAINTENANCE SECTION 7

7.2.2.4.3 COMMUTATOR INSPECTION
i )

1 . Carefully inspect the entire commutator for wear and/or abnormal condition. The
commutator should have a ‘film” light brown in color where brushes contact the surface
of the commutator. THIS IS NORMAL. the film must be even and not have black burns
or pitted areas.

2. The commutator should be circular with a variance of less than .OOl’. The commutator
should have no detectable wear from where the brushes contact to the “unused
sections.

3. No mechanical defec:s (scratches, gouges, grooves etc.) should be preseni  on
commutator.

7.2.2.4.4 BRUSH SEATING. -. (calowing brush mnrd lace to rnmh commum;ct suiaco)

Brush seating can be accomplished using one of .&vo methods._.

Method one involves using sandpiper to radius the brush surface and is not abrasive to the commutator,
This is to be used in all cases where the commutator film is in a normal condition,

4. Install the sandpaper on the commutator. You will be installing sandpaper around the
commutator so that the taped edge will be overlapped by the other end of the
sandpaper as the commutator is rotated in it’s normal direction. Use the edge of one of
the  commutator bars to make sure alignment is proper. When sandpaper is straight on
commutator press on tape to adhere and rotate the armature in it’s normal direction.

5. Reinstall all brushes in the original marked position.

6. With the new brushes in their holders and resting on the sandpaper wrapped on the
commutator, slowly rotate Ihe commutator several revolutions in its normal direction of
rotation.
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REMEDIAL MAINTENANCE SECTION  7

7.2.2.4 REPLACEMENT OF BRUSHES IN. DC MOTOR ONLY:

l * * WARNING l l *

BEFORE ATTEMPTING ANY BRUSH MAINTENANCE;TURN  OFF SYSTEM,
REMOVE ALL AC INPUT POWER AND OPEN DC DISCONNECT SWITCH. VERIFY
ELECTRICAL STATE OF THE SYSTEM WITH AN ACCURATE VOLT OHM METER. ,;

7.2.2.4.1 GAINING ACCESS TO MOTOR BRUSHES:

1 . Remove the two side covers from end bracket by removing the cap screws.

7.2.2.4.2 BRUSH REPLACEMENT:

Note: .‘.

USE ONLY CPP FACTORY SUPPLIED BRUSHES IF REPLACEMENT IS MANDATORY

t _-~-.‘)_- Ramnva  fan-srrpwrotaininn-hn’tc~~~o~. --.~ :--- .;~
-~-- -.-..  ---.------~--- .--

. -__. ~_.-.-. ~_._.__
3 .

__-- -.._,_i_  .,
Pull up on brush shunt and at same tinz-brush spring and hook the brush spring-.._

over  clip to retain ~the-biush  spiing  infhe raised position.

4. Remove old brush.

5. Slide new brush into brush holder,

Note:

If the new brush is a composite type (example: a thin waler of different
composition is cemented to the brush), this wafer side MUST be installed on the
TRAILING SIDE of the brush. Note direction of rotation of commutator.

6. Attach  brush shunt to brush stud and tighten cap screw securely. Make certain brush
shunt terminal is under flat washer on cap screw.

7.

6.

Attach brush wear sensor lead to quick connect terminal of standoff.

Adjust brush shunt and wear sensor leads so that as brush wears. the leads will not
restrict brush movement.

9: ..
_ . _

Repeat brush replacement sreps  for remainmg brushes.
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SECTION 6 )

5. Reapply AC input and DC input to the system. Verify with an acctirate  Volt Ohm Meter.

6.

7 .

Start up the system following the standard star&g  atid o$erafion procedures. Listen for
any abnormal or loud noises  as the system is spinning up to speed. --’

If noises exist. stop  the system and identify  the related area. Repair as necessary

a. Log in the hours indicated by the running lime tieter and operate the systemas  ‘nor’kaf

0. Log all repairs performed to the sysrem.  ~- - : -

6.6 LUBRICATION GUIDE

BEARlNG LUBFKATlON  INTERVAL/HOURS 6 MONTHS OR S.,J,)~J HOURS

AC MOTOR BEARING ,+
.__-_--.  -_.__  -. - - - - - -

- - -  - -  -~------oRIvE.oRs~~~~~~, .,,,  .-,.
.’O”NCES  (bight) of

_ ~.,

AC GENERATOR BEARlNd  #

O U N C E S  ( w e i g h t )  o f ‘Y “---.TYPE L U B R I C A N T .  -~-

‘- -- OUNCES (weight) of

_ .-~.-- -.
COUPLING. &RlCATfON  INTERVAL/HOLlRS’ii  -&&.J?).$~  ~R;0:&~  ,-&,RS  ‘:.’  ‘:’ :.;:.  ~.:z

OUNCES (weight) of SHELL ALVANIA # 2 NPE LU_BRICANT==-L-
__ __ .--
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SECTION 6

9. Check for grease oozing along shaft at inner and outer bearing covers. Clean off excess
grease.

10. Lubricate coupler as required.

11. Log any abnormalities in remarks section of lubrication chart.

PROCEDURE FOR LUBRlCATlON  OF BEARINGS WITHGUT  RELIEF PLUGS OPPOSITE GREASE
Fll-FlNG :

Shut down SRU. Listen for any abnormal noises asrotory  spins’doWn;-Allo<foi  rotov ==-
to come to a complete stop.

Clean the exterior of the  grease fitting. l -.

install the proper type of grease into a CLEAKfiand-operared  grease gun;-- ~-.:  ::zl:  -:z--:-

Using the grease gun mentioned above, pump in the proper’%iouXoF  grease.; :$‘-: _.:_.~ ~. : . .

Remove the grease fitting.
~;, . ..__-- ~-~- .---...

6.

Check For grease oozing along shaft at inn&aird  outer bearing:c&ers.  Clean-off excese~ ~’  :-.Y
g r e a s e .  .~

10. Lubricate coupler as required. ~’

11. Log any abnormalities in remarks section of lubrication chart. ~. ;ii .-

6.5 FINAL  lNSpECTj(-JN -.e- .- .I:.~-  :'I.;:..-~.:,-.

AFter completing any maintenance procedum-Folldw~these guidelines before reetarting the-system.
These steps will ensure that the system ls  ready to be placed back in service. :: :_.:.  .: 1.:.  -‘: ‘2 -:’ ~-

1 . Gather all tools and cleaning equipment used For the preventive maintenance performed.
.~ ._

2. Reinspect the system for tools and cJeaning ‘equipment.:. ,&? -:-.--I.~.~~~=~~.~~~~---  ::-‘Y- 2 -’

3.
- - - - -------.L-LReplace all sheet metal and protective  coyers;-.--------== ~_.-~:=---~-1-=_-~-~:-1=--=-

4. Remove all dirt, debris or t&h F&m’the imm’ediate  &ea. -:‘~”
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SECTION

4. All filters used with the System are to be inspected and replaced if necessary at this tim(
The replacement time for the titters depends primarily on the operating environment of
the equipment.

Nole:

tf the system is located in a poor operating environment. the filters should be inspected
more often for best  performance.

5. Clean the control cabinet to ensure that all components are operating in a clean
environment. Remove any debris or dust that may have formed on thkveiitsof the .-
control cabinet. Check inlet and outlets of the ventilation fans if lhey.&e’instatled.

6. Vacuum any dust or particles that may have, accumulated in the bottom of the control
cabinet.

,-
7. Log any abnormalities.

-~_ _ -._ _.. _ ._..._ _

- . . : . . ..~~~_.L.:.
6.4 ifsAlCii,oN

~‘t.2 -i _ i--S i;,_.i  &_
1---. . ..-_.___.- :. _. ~ :.._ -:

The system requires It&cation at intervals in accordahce~tiiththe  Lu6iflaifon,.-~cuf~ej~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~:
this section. Refer to sheet for quantity, type of’lubrf&t‘$nd fnte;iair’  “.

.-
l t � WARNING l * l

---..:  .,�.  .~.~  . . . . . c ,., ,,-
.__-

.~~  ..
,,-.-  ._

-~~ --- - .--~~---.
~____.  ..-

~..  -------. ..~.,
TURN OFF SYSTEM AND REMOVE ALL IRPUTPQWE~R  ~B_EFOnE’~~F~~~~;;;c--.~~~=~~
UJBRICAT~ON PROCEDURES. VERIFY  ~~~nbl~CupATE:YOLTOI?M  METES:;,;+--:--

.- .-FAILURE TO 00 SO MAY RESULT IN INJURY;--- . . :
.- I,_ ..- ..---L~;Lk.-  _.,._

--;-Identify  bearing.+&rt;d  qua&h/  bf~fubhcant  .._ ..:.
--.--.____. ..-i f.-. -- ..: :.-:,:x  .._...  _~.

-.-L ._.. -- ..~.. -.  ‘-‘-- ‘--‘-,  -- -T-T
_---- _ _._____-_  - . . ..- -....-.---- ,....

.__ ._..  ~:._  .-: _
2. Lubricate bearfng using &appropriate pro&&fur&of  ttie two procedures’jlst&-j  below.--

PROCEDURE FOR LUBRICATION OF BEARINGS @R~RELI$PLUG OPPG&  GREASE  F~T-&G  -

1 .
_: ‘., .. --.

Shut down S&f.  Listen  for any abnormal noises as rorot~ splns’down.“.Allow’for  roto&‘i”
to come to a compfete stop.

2.

’ 3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
. .

6.

Remove relief plugs and clean the grease d&t&$ a’stiff  &e. I~- -.-- ‘- .. -..--  -I’-.

Clean the exterior of the grease fining. -.“” .-.  ‘..-’ ‘.

., :e-.~+:‘-.c  A--.-. .L:.;~-.. ..“L..  - --’
htStall  the proper type of grease into a CLEAN  handipef&i& @stise-gun:.  “._ -- ..‘-‘+’ oh’

Using the grease gun mentioned adove. pump.fnthe  proper &t&&-o! g&se, (Fresh
grease should just start to exit the relief hole.) -’ - .~. -.-

Start and run SW  with relief plugs removed.-Allow’ SRU  to-run until  grease pr&urK&-”
relieved, approximately 10 minutes. .-.

Shut down SRU.

Clean area around relief hole and replace plugs. _ . . I.
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0 PREVENTIVE  MAINTENANCE

2. SECT’oN 6 CDidentify any unusual noises as unit is rolling to a stop. The critical noises have dry
clicking and grinding sounds.

3. After the system is stopped and de-energized. reverify with an accurate Volt Ohm Meter.
All standard safety practices apply.

4. Remove all sheet metal covers. All panels should be removed from the control cabinet.
Do not misplace the mounting hardware. .’ .:

5 . Check all power and control wiring connections throughout the system. Identify and . ..I :
tighten any loose electrical connector. .._ ..:...:  .::.

6. Check all modules. contac!ors. relays, meters and terminal blocks for secure attachment
to the control panels.

7. -._. _ _Check all mounting hardware for coritrol  panels,  meter paneis..control  cabinet and base 1. . ..--.
mounting.

--..- ..-- _

. . ..L :. Refer to the brush change procedures for .rebtacement’instru~ti~~~~:~~.~~~~~~
_ _ _ _ _  - - -  -_.

-. _-.-i._on pokier cables andlbtitrof%&g  m~~rd~-t~~-rbfa~a~s~~~b~  _~i . .:_.-~ ~.-.
and leading to the control cabinet.

_-._.~:--A- - .~--.~- .-
__-._ -.i .- -.: __, __. -~ __-..  -__-.--~ .-..., --=-

Cleanliness of the system is a major concern for long lasting performance. System cleanliness indudes
maintaining a go& environment  for the  system  as  well ~.&~hg.for  obst~~f16fis>~z~  z~-Ly-=~:??S5”Tf  ~.cT  -:_

* “ C A U T I O N ’ * ’
_ : :-. r.. _-

VERlPl  THAT THE SYSTEM IS STOPPEDA~~.~~:i_),~~N~RG~ZED:  USE AN ‘F-’ .- ~.-  5= z+;k’--:
ACCURATE VOLT OHM METER.

::  .~. I,:~  ..,.  :.-.---

1. Check all screens of any removed sheet metal. Remove any debris or dirt accumulated -.
within these areas.

2.

3.

Check for buildup of debris or dirt within the ibtarjr~sections of*thKsystem  aiid \j;ictit$t  -~ -’ --
to remove. High pressure air (100 psi or less) may. be used to blow out the AC portion’ ~:.TL  :.=L ?::
of the system. If air is used, there must be water trap attached to prevent any moisture
entering the system. Dust build up in the DC section must be removed by vacuuming.- ---- ...’ - -

. -.-
Check the commutator area for excess&e carbon. dust;+  this-dust cannot b&r@fiov@-=:~  <f-z -.-- I
by vacuuming. use a soft cloth to wipe up any se+embedded partfcles.::This  area : ‘-..~:  .I.‘.. :1-z:
should be free of conductive  carbon dust ---=~=~-=~~.  .--‘z~mF:m  -. -:-

: ::. _ Section 6 Page 2



PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

6.0 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE- - -. ..--

SECTION 6

A properly organized and enforced Prevenlive  Maintenance Program is fhe  best.deterrent  for problems
with the sysrem provided by CPP. Following these program-guidelines for the Rotary UPS will ensure a
maximum MTSF  (Mean Time Between Failure) and prevent possible major repairs.

The following maintenance instructions are divided intd~fiie~sections.  Before performing these _.
procedures, veriiy  that the system can be scheduled tar  a complefe:shutdown  for maintenance. ,&ays
have the system de-energized before performing any service.

6.1 INSPECTION

Sefore  stopping the system or disconnecting the supported critical load, perform.:  detaiied  operating
rnspection  to Identify any unusual noises or vibrations. The technician performing the operating^ _ _ -..
inspection should be familiar with abnormal sounds produced by rotating ‘equipment. ‘:~ - ..: .- ~~~.

l l l CAUTION l * l
.___..  I .--..

: .!. Record  all meter readings._..:

---6.
.._.~_.  _-

LiSten for UnUSUaf  noises coming from the commutator area+  .T-.:-::‘.  .-~. :; -z_,  _  .‘L - . . . . . . . __. :

7. - _
Observe air flow and identify  areas tar  intake’that maybe-pbstructed  ‘~Note buildup of
dust particles on intake screens.

a. _.;:  ~.Log any abnormality and identify  area to be’refir’nspected  vihen  syste&fs~d&n. :.
.-

6.2 ELECTRO-MECHANICAL CHiCkS’ .-’ -_ “”

The following electro-mechanical  checks should’be  performsd  by an experienced-.technfcian:  These
procedures are designed to identify any problein’s  that  may occur.

~ .
l l . l CAUTION l l l

THE SYSTEM WILL BE ENERGIZED FOR A POR&N OFTHR’FOLL(~W~NG_,.  . .,
-..+’  : PROCEDURE AND THEN OE-ENERGIZED:“;ALWA~S’PE-.AW~  2. -~~

.I.  /--  -;-_
-7 ELECTRICAL STATE OF THE EQUIPMENT. ;:;..:I-::~;;:!:  -+

0 ‘.

Push STOP pushbutton to shut down system.

( ,;-‘:.‘-”. . .._ ,-; Section 6 Page 1



SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES SECTION 4

0 When the START pushbutton is pushed the system will start from the AC input line and come up to
speed. The GENERATOR READY indicator will light and the load can be reapplied by pushing the

I :
TRANSFER TO GENERATOR pushbutton and then the LOAD ON pushbutton.

4.5.5 ALTERNATE OPERATIONS

SYSTEM STOPPING AFTER TRANSFERRING TO BYPASS

Verity  that the green UTIUTY READY indicator is illuminated. Push the red TRANSFER TO UTILITY
pushbutton to transfer the load from the generator to the utility power. The green SELECT ENABLE
indicator will illuminate momentarily. The red TRANSFER TO UTIUTY pushbutton/indicator will illuminate
when transfer is completed and the AUDIO,ALARM  will sound. Push the PUSH TO SILENCE pushbutton.
Push the STOP pushbutton to stop the system.

SYSTEM STOPPING WITHOUT TRANSFERRING TO BYPASS

To stop the system, push the red LOAD OFF pushbutton !o disconnect the load, then push the red
STOP pushbutton. If the STOP pushbutton is-pushed. the load will automatically disconnect. (Some
systems are installed with options which transfer the automatic bypass before RUPS shutdown).

TRANSFER TO BYPASS WITH SYSTEM RUNNING

Verify that the green UTILITY READY indicator is illuminated. Push the red TRANSFER TO UTILITY
pushbutton to transfer the load from the generator to the utility power. The green SELECT ENABLE
indicator will illuminate momentarily. The red TRANSFER TO UTILITY pushbutton/indicator will illuminate
when transfer is completed and the AUDIO ALARM will sound. Push the PUSH TO SILENCE pushbutton.

y’ TRANSFER TO BYPASS WITH SYSTEM STOPPED

,
\\ 1 Verify that the green UTIUTY READY indicator is illuminated. Push the red TRANSFER TO UTILITY

pushbutton and the green LOAD ON pushbutton.

4.5.6 OPERATION WITH ENGINE GENERATOR SET

Normal operations with an engine generator are identical to that of utility operations with the following
exceptions.

1. Starting the RUPS on the engine generator may not be possible (depending on the size
of the engine generator) due to in-rush current during spin-up of the motor/generator.

2. Automatic Bypass operations may be very slow or completely inhibited if the output
frequency is unstable or not almost identical to that of the utility frequency.

0
i
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES SECTION 4

OPERATE SYSTEM AS NORMAL

4.5.3 START SYSTEM (LOW INRUSH MODE)

Note:

SYSTEM CAN NOT BE STARTED IN THIS MODE IF BAl-rERY  PLANT IS BELOW
BAl-fERY  MANUFACTURES END DISCHARGE SPECIFICATION.

Check to make sure the red EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton is NOT lit. Push the green START
pushbutton. The system will start on the DC motor then after a time delay transfer to the AC motor in
the run mode. The RUPS ON UTIUTY indicator will be illuminated. Reset any faults or alarms that may
occur by pushing the fault reset pushbutton. If any alarms were silenced, unlatch and return to normal
operation.

CHECK CONTROL PANEL METERS

Check the AC input power with-input panel VOLT/AMP SELECTOR SWITCH. Check all phases of output
panel for proper output voltage with the SYSTEM STATUS PANEL VOLT/AMP SELECTOR SWITCH.
Check the DC section with input panel DC VOLT/AMP METER for normal battery charging.

VERIFY OUTPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER

Verify that the output CB is closed.

APPLY LOAD TO GENERATOR

Apply the critical load to the system by pushing TRANSFER TO GENERATOR pushbutton and the LOAD
ON pushbutton.

RECHECK FAULTS

Reset any fault condition that may have occurred.
guidelines.

If the fault does not clear, refer to the troubleshooting

RECHECK CONTROL PANEL METERS

Check the panel meters for any large differences of voltage or current  between phases. OPERATE

SYSTEM AS NORMAL

4.5.4 EMERGENCY RUN OPERATION

Operation on EMERGENCY RUN refers to operating the system as a standard Power Conditioner without
the advantage of the DC backup. The system will provide conditioned power to the load during normal
operation but will disconnect the load and shutdown if a power outage occurs.

Push the EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton. This will disconnect the DC motor/generator from the battery.
The DC FAULT will alarm. To silence the AUDIO ALARM push and latch the Alarm indicator. After
switching the system to EMERGENCY RUN open the DC DISCONNECT.

0

(.
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES SECTION 4

l 45

r”. *

MRU STANDARD STARTING PROCEDURE

The Standard Starting Procedures are designed for normal starting and/or stopping the MRU - Rotary
UPS provided by CPP. The installed system should have had the preliminary start-up procedures
performed and have been in service.

Note:

THIS PROCEDURE IS FOR NORMAL OPERATING OF THE SYSTEM ONLY. THIS
PROCEDURE IS NOT TO BE USED FOR INITIAL START-UP.

4.5.1 VERIFY INPUT

Verify AC input CB is closed and the UTILITY POWER INDICATOR is illuminated. Verify the DC
Disconnect breaker/switch is closed, and clear any alarm by pushing the fault reset pushbutton located
on the control panel. There should be no faults indicated, and the digital volt/amp panel meters should
be illuminated.

4.5.2 START SYSTEM (NORMAL START)

Push the red EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton (illuminated) then push the green START pushbutton. The
system will start on the AC motor. The RUPS ON UTIUTY indicator will be illuminated. Reset any faults
or alarms that may occur by pushing the fault reset pushbutton. If any alarms were silenced, unlatch
and return to normal operation.

CHECK CONTROL PANEL METERS

e Check the AC input power with input panel VOLT/AMP SELECTOR SWITCH for any large voltage or

I
current differences between phases. Check all phases of output panel for proper output voltage with the

\
SYSTEM STATUS PANEL VOLT/AMP SELECTOR SWITCH.

PLACE SYSTEM IN NORMAL RUN MODE

Momentary press the EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton. Verify light extinguishes. Momentary press the
FAULT RESET pushbutton and after a time delay check that system is charging the battery plant with the
input panel DC VOLT/AMP METER.

VERIFY OUTPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER

Verky  that the output CB is closed

APPLY LOAD TO GENERATOR

Apply the critical load to the system by pushing TRANSFER TO GENERATOR pushbutton and the LOAD
ON pushbutton.

RECHECK FAULTS

Reset any fault condition that may have occurred.
guidelines.

If the fault does not clear, refer to the troubleshooting

RECHECK CONTROL PANEL METERS

0

Check the panel meters for any large differences of voltage or current between phases,
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

l 4.4 INITIAL START-UP INFORMATION

(

Date of Start-up

Service Company Name

Address

City,State,Zip  Code

Senior Tech, Signature

Senior Tech, Print Name

Title

Assistant Tech, Signature

t
I

Assistant Tech, Print Name

Title

Equipment Owner Company Name

Address

City,State,Zip Code

Supervisor

Title

SECTION 4
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

e OPERATION INHIBITED

SECTION 4

f
To prevent powering the load from the Generator Power Or Utility Power, either autdmatic or manual. sat
both the UT SWITCH and MG SWITCH to the OFF position. The load cannot be connected,

LOAD OFF

The load can be disconnected at any time from the Automatic Bypass Panel by pushing the LOAD OFF
pushbutton. This will automatically disconnect the load, whether the load is supported by the Generator
or the Utility Power.

SectiondPagel4



SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES SECTION 4

MG SWITCH ON

t
Set MG SWITCH to ON position. Push the green TRANSFER TO GENERATOR pushbutton, and then
the LOAD ON pushbutton located on the AUTOMATIC BYPASS PANEL At the OUTPUT TERMINALS.
verify that the phase rotation agrees with markings A-B-C.

PHASE ROTATION [ ]

PROPER VERIFICATION OF PHASE ROTATfON MUST BE MADE BEFORE PROCEEDING.
FAILURE TO COMPLY COULD BE CATASTROPHIC TO PERSONNEL AND SYSTEM.

LOAD OFF

Push the LOAD OFF pushbutton to disconnect the power to the OUTPUT TERMINALS,

NORMAL OPERATION

Set the UT SWITCH and the MG SWITCH to the ON position. With the Generator in operation and utility
power applied to the Bypass Input terminals, momentarily push the green TRANSFER TO GENERATOR
pushbutton and then the LOAD ON pushbutton, located on the Automatic Bypass Panel. This will
momentarily illuminate the SELECT ENABLE lamp then close the GENERATOR LOAD CONTACTOR,
supplying generator power to the load and illuminating the green TRANSFER TO GENERATOR
pushbutton. Momentarily push the red TRANSFER TO UTILITY pushbutton on the Automatic Bypass
Panel. This will momentarily illuminate the SELECT ENABLE lamp then transfer the load to the BYPASS
CONTACTOR, supplying Utility power to the load and illuminating the red TRANSFER TO UTILITY

pushbutton. Once again, push the green TRANSFER TO GENERATOR pushbutton to transfer the load
to the Generator.

UTfUTY BYPASS ENABLED - MOTOR GENERATOR INHIBITED

Set the LtT SWITCH to ON and when the ENABLE led on the SYNC RELAY WITH PHASE MONITOR
module is lit switch the MG SWITCH to the OFF position. With the Generator in operation and utility
power applied to the Bypass Input terminals. Notice that as the MG SWITCH was moved to the OFF
position (simulating a motor/generator fault) the AUTOMATIC BYPASS transferred the load to
TRANSFER TO UTILITY mode.  On the Automatic Bypass Panel momentarily push the green TRANSFER
TO GENERATOR pushbutton and verii it has no effect. Verity  the LOAD ON pushbutton, located on the
Automatic Bypass Panel is still illuminated. Verify the SELECT ENABLE lamp does NOT momentarily
illuminate or close the generator load contactor. Momentarily push the red TRANSFER TO UTILITY
pushbutton on the Automatic Bypass Panel. Verify it has no effect. Verify the BYPASS CONTACTOR is
still supplying Utility power to the load.

UTIUTY BYPASS INHIBITED - MOTOR GENERATOR ENABLED

First recover system to normal mode as on previous page. Then set the UT SWITCH to OFF and the MG
SWITCH to the ON position. With the Generator in operation and utility power applied to the Bypass
Input terminals. On the Automatic Bypass Panel momentarily push the red TRANSFER TO UTIUTY
pushbutton and verify lt has no effect. Verify the LOAD ON pushbutton, located on the Automatic Bypass
Panel is still illuminated. Verify the SELECT ENABLE lamp does NOT momentarily illuminate or close the
bypass contactor. Momentarily push the green TRANSFER TO GENERATOR pushbutton on the
Automatic Bypass Panel. Verify it has no effect. Verify the LOAD CONTACTOR is still supplying
Motor/Generator power the load.
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES SECTION 4

0 lit.
RESTART SYSTEM

Restart the system and perform the following procedures.

VERIFY VOLTAGES

Locate the GENERATOR OUTPUT CONTACTOR ( LC ) and the BYPASS CONTACTOR ( M3 ) located on
the control panel. Check for correct phase rotation at the GENERATOR OUTPUT CONTACTOR, and the
BYPASS CONTACTOR terminals.

The MRU will only transfer from MG to UT power when the phase relationship is paralleled. Due to the
use of an Induction motor there is a slip factor that is determined by the loading of the system.

When differences between the MOTOR/GENERATOR and UTIUTY BYPASS are within the calibrated
frequency and phase tolerances of the Sync/Bypass Modules for transfer, and switch selection is
correct, the automatic bypass panel will be able to transfer to the mode requested.

GENERATOR INPUT BYPASS INPUT

l-2 VAC A-B VAC
2-3 VAC B-C VAC
l-3 VAC A-C VAC

PHASE ROTATION [ ]

0 4.3.2 AUTOMATIC BYPASS CHECKOUT

i
UT SWITCH ON

‘, ! Close the Facilities AC Input Circuit Breaker and switch the UT SWITCH to the ON position. Momentarily
push the TRANSFER TO UTIUTY pushbutton then the LOAD ON pushbutton located on the AUTOMATIC
BYPASS PANEL Note that the red LOAD ON UTIUTY indicator is lit and the AUDIO ALARM  sounds.
Press PUSH TO SILENCE pushbutton to silence the AUDIO ALARM. At the OUTPUT TERMINALS, use a
phase rotation meter to verify that the phase rotation agrees with markings A-B-C.

WARNING

PHASE ROTATION MUST BE CORRECT AS MARKED A-Et-C,OR  DAMAGE WILL
RESULT.

LOAD OFF

Push the LOAD OFF pushbutton to disconnect the power to the OUTPUT TERMINALS.
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES SECTION 4

OPEN INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER

Open the Facilities AC INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER. The unit should continue operating smoothly from
battery power. Check the DC DIGITAL METER readings for DC run voltage and current levels. The DC
AMMETER will show (-) negative for discharge.

ADJUSTDCAUNFREQUENCY

Check the DC run frequency, adjust the HERTZ ADJ pot (Pl) on the DC MOTOR FIELD CONTROL
MODULE as needed to set the output frequency to previously recorded value.(59.5 Hz nominal)

RE-CLOSE INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER

Close the Facilities AC INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER. After a preset time delay, the unit will return to
operating on the AC motor and the DC motor will become a generator to charge the battery. Check the
DC DIGITAL METER readings for battery charge voltage and current levels.

REMOVE TEST EQUIPMENT

Carefully remove the frequency meter from LOAD CONTACTOR or T-2 TRANSFORMER. Carefully
remove the Digital Voltmeter from the DC MOTOR FIELD CONTROL MODULE.

4.3 AUTOMATIC BYPASS PANEL DESCRIPTION

The Automatic Bypass Panel is designed to provide an uninterruptible “no-break” transfer of power
to the load from the Motor Generator (MG) output to Utility Power (UT) and vice versa.

OPERATION

In the event of a generator overload. motor overload, output overvoltage, undervoltage. overfrequency,
underfrequency. or overtemperature. the generator will signal the Automatic Bypass circuits to transfer
the load to utility power. The Automatic Bypass will transfer the load to utility power only ff the utility
power is within the preset over/under voltage limits. The MAINTENANCE UT SWITCH and MG SWITCH,
located on the control panel, allows the operator to choose from four system modes. (Some options also
provide for transfer to utility lf the STOP or REP0  pushbuttons are depressed.)

1)

2)

3)

4)

UT ON - MG OFF: Load can be connected to the utility bypass line only.

MG ON - UT OFF: Load can be connected to MG output only,

UT ON - MG ON: Load can be transferred from MG to UT or vice versa

UT OFF - MG OFF: Transfer Inhibited. Cannot connect the load either manually or
automatically.

4.3.1 AUTOMATIC BYPASS PANEL PRELIMINARY VERIFICATION

UT TRANSFER OPERATION

Locate the MAINTENANCE UT / MG SWITCH (inside the control panel). Set the switches to UT ON
MG OFF.

Close facility AC Input Circuit Breaker to apply power to the Automatic Bypass UT input terminals.
Check for input phase rotation to the Bypass input terminals. Note that the UTILITY READY indicator is
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES SECTION 4

RESTART SYSTEM

i Restart MRU in normal start mode (EMERGENCY RUN). Remove TD-3 store in a safe place. Push
EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton (pushbutton will extinguish) then momentarily push FAULT RESET
pushbutton (pushbutton will remain illuminated). Turn HERTZ ADJ pot Pl on the DC MOTOR FIELD
CONTROL P.C. BOARD clockwise to bring the voltage on TP 4 close to the voltage recorded on
previous page.

Push EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton (pushbutton will illuminate). Replace time delay relay TD-3.

RELEASE EMERGENCY RUN PUSHBUTTON

Push EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton (pushbutton will extinguish) then momentarily push FAULT RESET
pushbutton (pushbutton will extinguish). Observe several lights illuminate on the DC MOTOR FIELD
CONTROL MODULE. After a time delay contactor M-2 will close, and the FAULT RESET pushbutton will
extinguish. Check the DC DIGITAL METER readings for battery charge voltage and current levels.
Verify load safety to be ready mode. Momentarily push the green TRANSFER TO GEN pushbutton.
When the SELECT ENABLE indicator illuminates, push the green LOAD ON pushbutton and the
pushbutton will illuminate.

OPEN INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER

Open the Facilities AC INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER. The unit should continue operating smoothly from
battery power. Check the DC DIGITAL METER readings for DC run voltage and current levels. The DC
AMMETER will show (-) negative for discharge.

0
LOAD SAFETY OVER FREQUENCY

t

Slowly turn the HERTZ ADJ pot (Pl) on the DC MOTOR FIELD CONTROL MODULE clockwise to
increase the speed of motor and raise frequency to 64.5 Hz. As the output frequency reaches the 64.5
hertz setting the LOAD ON indicator will extinguish, and the red FAULT RESET indicator will illuminate
momentarily. The RUPS will shut down due to a LOAD SAFETY OVER FREQUENCY TRIP. Allow the
rotor to come to a complete stop.

RE-CLOSE INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER

Close the Facilities AC INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER.

RESTART SYSTEM

Restart MRU in normal start mode (EMERGENCY RUN). Remove TD-3 store in a safe place. Push
EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton (pushbutton will extinguish) then momentarily push FAULT RESET
pushbutton (pushbutton will remain illuminated). Turn HERTZ ADJ pot Pl on the DC MOTOR FIELD
CONTROL P.C. BOARD clockwise to bring the voltage on TP 4 to the voltage recorded previously.

Push EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton (pushbutton will illuminate). Replace time delay relay TD-3.

RELEASEEMERGENCYRUN PUSHBUTTON

Momentarily push and unlatch the red EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton, the light inside the EMERGENCY
RUN pushbutton will extinguish. Momentary push the FAULT RESET pushbutton. Observe several lights
illuminate on the DC MOTOR FIELD CONTROL MODULE. After a time delay contactor M-2 will close.
and the FAULT RESET pushbutton will extinguish. Check the DC DIGITAL METER readings for battery

0

charge voltage and current levels. Verify  load safety to be ready mode.

I
,
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES SECTION 4

RUN SYSTEM

/ Allow the unit to operate in this state (minimum 2 hours) until temperatures stabilize and batteries are at
normal float charge level. (Refer to battery system and charge/speed control sections for additional
information regarding initial charging of batteries.)

Float battery current should be less than 5 amps

ACTUALDCCURRENT

CONNECT FREQUENCY METER

AMPS DC

Connect an accurate frequency meter (analog or digital) to the output of the generator at the input of the
LOAD CONTACTOR (LC) if meter voltage rating allows, or connect the frequency meter to the secondary
of transformer T-2.

OPEN INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER

Open the Facilities AC INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER. The unit should continue operating smoothly from
battery power. Check the DC DIGITAL METER readings for DC run voltage and current levels. The DC
AMMETER will show (-) negative for discharge. Check and record the frequency of the output.

NO LOAD DC RUN

VOLTAGE VDC

CURRENT AMPS DC

NOLOADDCRUNFREQUENCY HZ.

Locate “test’ connector 04 and the test point selector rotary switch on the DC MQTOR  FIELD CONTROL
P.C. BOARD. Connect a Digital Voltmeter capable of reading 19.99 volts DC to the nearest one-
hundredth of a volt (01 volt) with the negative lead on the bottom pin of the test connector and the
positive lead on the top pin.

Switch the rotary test point selector switch on the DC MOTOR FIELD CONTROL P.C. BOARD to position
# 4. Measure the TP 4 voltage to the nearest one-hundredth of a volt and record.

TP 4 VOLTAGE VDC

LOAD SAFETY UNDER FREQUENCY

Slowly turn the HERTZ ADJ pot (Pl) on the DC MbTOR FIELD CONTROL MODULE counter-clockwise
to slow down motor and lower frequency to 55 Hz. As the output frequency reaches the 55 hertz setting
the LOAD ON indicator will extinguish, and the red FAULT indicator will illuminate momentarily. The
RUPS will shut down due to a LOAD SAFETY UNDER FREQUENCY TRIP. Allow the rotor to come to’ a
complete stop.

Re-adjust the HERTZ ADJ pot (Pl) on the DC MOTOR FIELD CONTROL MODULE back to the original
value recorded above.

RE-CLOSE INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER

0

Close the Facilities AC INPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER.
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RESTART SYSTEM

Momentarily push the red FAULT RESET pushbutton, then the green START pushbutton to restart
system. Return voltage level to nominal. Momentarily push the red FAULT RESET pushbutton, verify
green GENERATOR READY indicator is illuminated, and momentarily push the green TRANSFER TO
GEN pushbutton. When the SELECT ENABLE indicator illuminates, push the green LOAD ON
pushbutton and the pushbutton will illuminate.

TRANSFER TO GEN PUSHBUTTON ] ]

LOAD ON PUSHBUTTON [ ]

Unlatch red OUTPUT  FAULT pushbutton a;d verify normal operating condition.

UNDERVOLTAGE PROTECTTON

Calculate undervoltage fault threshold by multiplying rated output voltage times .9 This will be 10%
undervoltage.

VAC (UNDERVOLTAGE)

Turn VOLTAGE ADJUST RHEOSTAT and/or VOLTAGE RANGE ADJUST on Voltage Regulator counter-
clockwise to undervoltage condition. Check OUTPUT PANEL METER. Verify that green LOAD ON and
green GEN READY indicator lights go out. When the above condition occurs, the system will disconnect
load, time out and shut down.

RE-ADJUST VOLTAGE ADJUST RHEOSTAT

Turn VOLTAGE ADJUST RHEOSTAT counter-clockwise to original position

RESTART SYSTEM

Momentarily push the red FAULT RESET pushbutton, then the green START pushbutton to restart
system. Return voltage level to nominal and leave in EMERGENCY RUN mode (pushbutton illuminated).
Momentarily push the red FAULT RESET pushbutton, verffy  green GENERATOR READY indicator is
illuminated, and momentarfly push the green TRANSFER TO GEN pushbutton. When the SELECT
ENABLE indicator illuminates. push the green LOAD ON pushbutton and the pushbutton will illuminate.

TRANSFERTOGEN  PUSHBUTTON []

LOAD ON PUSHBUT-TON  [ ]

THE REMAINDER OF THE LOAD SAFETY OPERATION AND CHECKOUT WILL BE
ACCOMPUSHED DURING THE DC RUN VERIFICATION.

4.2.4 DC RUN VERIFICATION

RELEASE EMERGENCY RUN PUSHBUTTON

Momentarily push and unlatch the red EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton, the light inside the EMERGENCY
RUN pushbutton will extinguish. Momentary push the FAULT RESET pushbutton. Observe several lights
illuminate on the DC MOTOR FIELD CONTROL MODULE readjust the voltage level to nominal. After a
time delay contactor M-2 will close, and the FAULT RESET pushbutton will extinguish. Check the DC
DIGITAL METER readings for battery charge voltage and current levels.
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

0 VERIFY OUTPUT VOLTAGE

SECTION 4

Check output voltage and phase rotation with Volt Ohm Meter and phase rotation meter at the OUTPUT
TERMINALS and at input to customer OUTPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER.

OUTPUT TERMINALS CUSTOMER CB INPUT

A-B VAC A-B VAC
B-C VAC B-C VAC
A-C VAC A-C VAC

PHASE ROTATION A-B-C [ ] PHASE ROTATION [ ]

OUTPUT VOLTAGE ADJUST

Locate the OUTPUT VOLTAGE ADJUST RHEOSTAT inside front control panel. Generator output voltage
can be raised or lowered by turning the knob clockwise or counter-clockwise, respectively. The
VOLTAGE RANGE ADJUST located inside the voltage Regulator can also be used to adjust the voltage
only n the OUTPUT VOLTAGE ADJUST RHEOSTAT has insufficient range to adjust voltage to desired
value.

OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTtON

Calculate overvoltage fault threshold by multiplying rated nominal output voltage times 1.10. This will be
10% overvoltage.

0 VAC (OVERVOLTAGE)

i

Turn VOLTAGE ADJUST RHEOSTAT and/or VOLTAGE RANGE ADJUST on Voltage Regulator clockwise
to overvoltage condition. Check OUTPUT PANEL METER. Verff that green LOAD ON and green GEN
READY indicator lights go out. When the above condition occurs, the system will disconnect load, time
out and shut down. ‘\

OUTPUT FAULT - AUDIO ALARM

The OUTPUT FAULT indicator on the SYSTEM STATUS PANEL will illuminate and the AUDIO ALARM will
sound, indicating problems and the system will shutdown.

To silence ALARM.  depress OUTPUT FAULT pushbutton and latch. The OUTPUT FAULT pushbutton will
begin flashing.

OUTPUT FAULT [ ]

SILENCE AUDIO ALARM [ ]

RE-ADJUST VOLTAGE ADJUST RHEOSTAT

Turn VOLTAGE ADJUST RHEOSTAT counter-clockwise to original position.
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

M-2 VOLTAGE TOP TO BOTTOM

RESTORE SYSTEM

SECTION 4

VDC

Momentary press EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton. Notice that the lights on the DC MOTOR FIELD
CONTROL MODULE extinguish. Replace TD-3 back into it’s socket. DO NOT FORCE RELAY. The
relay is keyed make sure keyway  is properly aligned.

VERIFY CHARGING

Again momentary press the EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton. After a time delay contactor M-2 will close.

.- .I./ Check battery charge voltage and current levels.
/

VDC

AMPS DC

4.2.3 LOAD SAFETY AND OPERATION CHECKOUT

OUTPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER

Verify  that the facility OUTPUT CIRCUIT BREAKER is open to prevent powering customer equipment.

OUTPUT CB OPEN [ ]

UTIUTY  MAINTENANCE

Set the MAINTENANCE UT SWITCH to the OFF position and the MG SWITCH to the ON position.

UT SWITCH [ ]

MG SWITCH [ ]

START SYSTEM

Push red EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton verity it is illuminated. then push green START pushbutton.

GENERATOR READY

The green GENERATOR READY indicator will light and AC OUTPUT PANEL METER will indicate output
voltage after normal system time delays.

GENERATOR READY INDICATOR [ ]

TRANSFER TO MOTOR GENERATOR

Verify  that the MG SWITCH on the control panel is in the ON position. Momentarily push the green
TRANSFER TO GEN pushbutton. When the SELECT ENABLE indicator illuminates. push the green
LOAD ON pushbutton and the pushbutton will illuminate.

TRANSFER TO GEN PUSHBUTTON [ ]

LOAD ON PUSHBUTTON [ ]
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES SECTION 4

INPUT PANEL METER

1-2 VAC AAC
2-3 VAC AAC
l-3 VAC L3 AAC

OUTPUT PANEL METER

Check generator output with OUTPUT VOLT-AMMETER SELECTOR SWITCH. Check generator output
and phase rotation with accurate Volt Ohm Meter and rotation meter at the input to the generator LOAD

~ AL -~--CONTACTOR.  Output voltage must be + 10% of generator voltage printed on nameplate. Record values
on next page.

PANEL METER VOM AT GENERATOR

1-2 VAC A-B VAC
2-3 VAC B-C VAC
l-3 VAC A-C . VAC

STOP SYSTEM

PHASE ROTATION A-E-C [ ]

Stop the unit by pushing the red STOP pushbutton.

DC DISCONNECT

The following steps should be accomplished ONLY after the BATTERY PLANT  has been THOROUGHLY

i
CHECKED and meets or exceeds battery manufactures and/or IEEE 450-1987 specifications.

Close DC DISCONNECT to apply battery input to the unit. Verify  battery bus voltage and polarity at DC
INPUT TERMINALS with Volt Ohm Meter. Battery bus voltage must be 96 to 113 volts DC.

POLARITY [ ]

DC PANEL METER

Observe the digital  DC PANEL METER. If a minus (-) sign precedes the DC Volts value, the battery has
been misconnected.  (Refer to electrical connections section.)

DC Volts VDC

POLARITY [ ]

RELEASE EMERGENCY RUN PUSHBUTTON

Remove the covers from the front of the control cabinet. Identify the DC contactor M-2. From M-2 a
power connection will route to the DC meter shunt. Disable M-2 closure operation by removing the time
delay relay marked TD-3.  Put TD-3 in a safe place to avoid any damage. Momentarily push and unlatch
the red EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton, the light inside the EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton will
extinguish. Momentary push the FAULT RESET pushbutton. Observe several lights illuminate on the DC
Speed control module. Measure the DC VOLTAGE from the top to the bottom of the DC CONTACTOR
(M-2) with the negative meter lead on the side of M-2 identified above. This voltage must be less than
+ 15 volts DC.
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SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES. SECTION 4

Verify  signal and power wires are installed between RUPS and ABT (Automatic Buss Transfer Switch)
section of the engine generator controls.

Verify proper phase rotation throughout the ABT,

Start the Engine Generator set and allow the ABT to transfer.

Repeat steps above for RUPS input from Engine Generator.

To silence any alarm, push the appropriate red lighted pushbutton. If the DIGITAL METERS do not light,
L---X ---thc.input phase rotation may be reversed. (Refer to troubleshooting guide.) Using the INPUT PANEL

VOLT-AMMETER PHASE SELECTOR SWITCH, check for proper input voltage and frequency.

FREQUENCY Hz. ROTATION A-B-C [ ] UTILITY POWER INDICATOR [ ]

VOM PANEL METER

A-B VAC 1-2. VAC
B-C VAC 2-3 VAC
A-C VAC 1-3 VAC

EMERGENCY RUN PUSHBUT-TON

Momentarily push and latch the red EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton. Its indicator will remain lighted,
indicating that the unit  can be started and operated, without energizing the DC section of the unit.

EMERGENCYRUNPUSHBUTTON  []

START PUSHBUTTON

Momentarily push the START pushbutton. Listen for abnormal noises or vibration: To silence any alarm,
push the appropriate red lighted pushbutton.

STARTPUSHBUTTON []

Stop the unit  by pushing the red STOP pushbutton, and observe the direction of rotation of the rotor as
the unit  is slowing down.
guide.

If the rotor direction rotation is incorrect, refer to the AC motor iroubleshooting

STOP PUSHBUT-TON  [ ]

RE-TRANSFER ABT

Transfer the ABT from Engine Generator (Emergency) back to Utility (Normal), Engine Generator should
shutdown after Over Run or Cool Down cycle is completed.

R E S T A R T

Restart the unit, and after the unit  is fully up to speed, note that the green RUPS ON UTILITY indicator is
lit. Use the INPUT PANEL VOLTMETER SELECTOR SWITCH to check the utility AC input line voltage
level and current levels for being even.



SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

0 WARNING

SECTION 4

/ AFTER COMPLETING INSTALLATION AND PRECAUTION CHECKS, MAKE AN INITIAL
START AND OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT OF THE EQUIPMENT AS OUTLINED BELOW.
OPERATIONAL DIRECTION OF ROTATION OF ROTOR IS IMPORTANT! FAILURE TO
FOLLOW ROTATIONAL ARROW WILL DAMAGE THE UNIT. (ROTATIONAL ARROW IS
LOCATED ON THE ROTARY UNIT.)

4.2.2 SYSTEM START-UP PROCEDURE

~7- CLOSE AC INPUT CB

Apply AC input voltage to the unft.  Verff proper input voltage and phase rotation with an accurate Volt
Ohm Meter and rotation meter at the input terminals. The green UTILITY POWER indicator will light, and
after a time delay, all the DIGITAL METERS will illuminate.

To silence any alarm, push the appropriate red lighted pushbutton. If the DIGITAL METERS do not light,
the input phase rotation may be reversed. Check the POWER QUAUTY  MODULE (Refer to the
troubleshooting guide in section 7.) Using the INPUT PANEL VOLT / AMMETER PHASE SELECTOR
SWITCH, check for proper input voltage.

ROTATION A-B-C [ ] UTIUTY  POWER INDICATOR [ ]

VOM PANEL METER

A-B VAC 1-2 VAC
B-C VAC 2-3 VAC
A-C VAC 1-3 VAC

i 4
EMERGENCYRUN PUSHBUlTON

Momentarily push and latch the red EMERGENCY RUN pushbutton. Its indicatoiwill remain lighted,
indicating that the unit  can be started and operated, without energizing the DC section of the unit.

EMERGENCYRUN PUSHBUllON  []

START PUSHBUTTON

Momentarily push the START pushbutton. Listen for abnormal noises or vibration. To silence any alarm,
push the appropriate red lighted pushbutton.

START PUSHBUTTON [ ]

Stop the unit by pushing the red STOP pushbutton, and observe the direction of rotation of the rotor as
the unit is slowing down. If the rotor direction rotation is incorrect, refer to the AC motor troubleshooting
guide.

STOP PUSHBUlTON  [ ]

ENGINE GENERATOR INTERFACE

(FOR SYSTEMS WITHOUT ENGINE GENERATOR CONTINUE THE PROCEDURE AT RESTART ON
PAGE 5 IN THIS SECTION.)
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I SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES

0 REMINDER

SECTION 4

I For successful start-up:

,i’
Study the manual.
Become familiar with the system.
Follow procedures.

/

WARNING

P - d - - THE SYSTEM WILL BE ENERGIZED DURING THE START-UP PROCEDURE., ALWAYS
VERIFY THE ELECTRICAL STATS  OF THE SYSTEM WITH AN ACCURATE VOLT OHM
METER. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN ELECTROCUTION.

4.2.1 PRE-OPERATIONAL VERIFICATION

CHECK NAMEPLATE

Make certain that the voltage and frequency of the AC and DC power sources and power requirements
correspond with the specifications of the nameplate. Measure the AC and DC input voltages with an
accurate voltmeter before connection to machine.

CHECK OPENINGS

Check all ventilation openings for obstructions, and make sure that no foreign matter has entered  the
rotating equipment.

CHECK ROTARY

Manually check for free rotation of the rotating components.
have been installed for shipping.

Remove any rotor locking devices that may

CHECK FOR MOISTURE

Visually check all components and exposed wiring. If the windings have become wet. check winding
insulation resistance, and if low, dry windings before operating unit.

CHECK MOUNTtNG

Check the RUPS mounting to insure Base is level and the floor material is of suitable strength to properly
support the rotary and controls. Adjust vibration pads as necessary.

CHECK CONNECTIONS

Check all input and output AC and DC electric terminals to insure proper connections.
become familiar with the facility circuit breakers and disconnects.

Identify and

CHECK AREA

Remove all tools and shop clothes from the Vicinity  of the equipment. Make certain all covers and
protective guards are installed before applying power to the system.
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SECTION 6

6.0 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE- -.“’

A properly organized and enforced Prevemfve  Maintenance Program is the,best ~deterrenr  for problems._ .~
wifh the system provided by CPP. Following lhese program guidelines for the Rotary UPS will ensure a
maximum MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure) and prevent possible major repairs.

The following mpintenance instructions are divided intd ffivd-iections. Before performing these
procedures. veriiy  that Ihe system can be scheduled for a complete shutdown fgr mainrenance.  Alwiys
have the system de-energized before performing any service.

6.1 INSPECTION :*-.-:  .-

Before stopping the system or disconnecting the supported critical load. perform i detailed operating
inspeclion to identify any unusual noises or vibralions. The technician performing the operating
inspecrion  should be familiar with abnormal ‘$iiri&  jr%&&  by rotating equipment. i ; “’

:

.

‘-~ .-

l l + CAUTION l l l
_ _ _ -.. T1.--  L

1. Record all meter readings. A-- .L  ;~z.L.-.  .I:..L..:  :;,.,
.._.:

I

._ . .__ _- ._-..-
-

_ .-......  -:_;  .;_* ,__..__
--~ ._.. $slen to each- bearing cage for e&&ve n&&%f@to’beanng  we$‘trser-. . .._....  ~.:.~:.~I<~%._ _---- - _ _ ,---r:,.stethoscope  or bearing analyzer.------ .-- ‘--.. :-; :--_ _.. - _ _ _ _ _

5. USten  for unusual  noises  coming.from the  coupling area;Z’z-  ;LL.:Y.  TII----- --=‘.‘A---. ..~ :-z

--A-.6. Usten  for unusual noises coming from the commutaibr  a&.--  .- ‘~~:.
__. _ -.-- ..- i-.- ;- -..-.-..  =_-.

7. Observe air flow and fdentify areai  f& intakd‘that ma~~beZob$u&d. “Nhie  &ii&d of
dust particles on intake screens.

8. Log any abnorm& and identify area to be’r&$i~cted when systein’ii  &tin.--
-

:

6.2 ELECTRO-MECHANICAL CHECKS’ ‘-’ -_ ...‘-- - ” -
.

The following elecfro-mechanical  checks sh@uld-be  p&formed  by an experience&technician; These_
procedures are design!&  IO identify  any prqblenisthat  may occur. :

:
l l l CAUTION l l l

. . .:

._
THE SYSTEM WILL BE ENERGIZED FOR A POAiibN  OF.THE-~OLL~W~NG.  _ -

--<. : PAoCEo”RE  ANO THEN oE-ENERG,ZED;:~ALWAYS  ‘~E-~~ARgO~.fH-E  ..__:._ . . .:: -? ‘,-‘-‘:;.T: ‘.-?-
.F ‘ELECTRICAL  STATE OF -rf+E EQ”,,BMENT. -I;if,li-:~~.y+z  .-i--F  1.:.  ..,.,k.L-  -- .-- ------.-.-..  --, -:..- -_ -._ _

1. Push STOP pushburton  lo shut down system

(  L-.:~-‘..:‘_. .., , a
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0 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SECTION 6

2. Identify any unusual noises as unit is rolling to a stop. The critical noises have dry ‘D
clicking and grinding sounds.

3 . After the system is stopped and de-energized, reverify with an accurate Volt Ohm Meter.
All standard saiety  practices apply.

4. Remove all sheet metal covers. All panels should be removed from the control cabinet.
Do not misplace the mounting hardware. .~ ‘,

5. Check all power and control wiring connections throughout the system.
lighten any loose electrical connector.

Identify and . . . .
.:..  ~_:._., -“t .- ___ - . .._-.-2..  LG.:__ ,_.;. ~.:h  : .:.

6. Check all modules, contactors. relays, meters 2nd terminal blocks for secure attachment
to the control panels. .._

7. .Check  all mounting hardware for control panels, meter panefs,.control  cabinet and base :. ..--..., _ _ _

mounting.
^_,.^.._^

6. _-_ .._ _ ~...Check all conduit connectors  for tightness  10 ihe &~tiol cabinet.~~FSFZ  ‘1. : .._  L.  :r: .L ;;x:  L+.:
_ _. _ _......_.  .... __ ._ ._.... _ ^ _

9. Check all brush holders and brushes for loose connerctfbnf.  -77-77 g’: ~=5+.+  X -:z I::: 111_7;

10. lnspecl all brushes for excessive wear; If thiXGi--r&h  waining-a18r~:~~bn,;th8  br&ffes~:..  Lz
must be replaced. Refer to the brush change procedures for.replacement.:instru~tf~~s~~..~~-~~~~

_ .;_,_-.  __:.  ~. ,--~--I..,-.  .- _ - . --_-- -.,_T_. . . . .
Look for worn insulation on power cables and~coniiol’Wf?ing  mn~i’de-t~~.rofa~asse~bry~~--.-‘--
and leading to the control cabinet.

._._  ~.~  -.--2-_ - .----,-_.  .,.~ - -  ._-. .~. - ,.-~  ,. ~:_.  _--_
--. _ _ _ _ _ ..-- --.. - __-..-_

12 Log problem areas.
_ _ .

.._.-‘.. . - _ _ - - . -,_ _. _~_ _ . ~ . . . . --.- .- .-.-,
: : .--‘.z.

*_.  . _ _ _ : -_..,  .-.
:_.=_._ ..-I __.  _ _ _ _  -;_A...  .--.

--&+--s~~-~EM ‘CLEANING
- -

.,? .- rz T.-T i 7.-~:.  ::.~:~.~;:~‘-,-.‘:  “.
-.-- ..-.-.-.-....  -.

Cleanliness of the system is a major concern for long lasting performance. System cleanliness indudes - - -  _.
- -maintaining a gqd environment  for the system as  weft  ach~hg.for obstnidfdris:-~‘.=~-;-  --“Y:S.SSL~~:~  .z: C

_ ._.

l l l CAUTION l l l _

VERIFY THAT THE SYSTEM IS STOPPEDP_N!!I~~-~N~R:G!ZED.  USE AN ‘--. - - ._ ;:-- z.;--z.‘:‘.-._-.
ACCURATE VOLT OHM METER.

~.:~.._ ..y:y==

1.

2.

3.

: !i.

Check all screens of any removed sheet metal. Remove any debris or dirt accumulated
within these areas. :...~;y-:-. .i.:-,.,:I  7::

Check for buildup of debris or dirt within the ibta~~sectlons  of’the  .systefn  and %%L%I - - -
to remove. High pressure air (100  psi or less) may be used to blow out the AC portion. !_;’ .:==  :-=
of the system. If air is used, there must be water trap attached to prevent any moisture
entering the system. Dust build up in the DC sectlon must be removed by vacuuming.- .- --

Check the commutator area for excessive carbondust.=ifthis-dust  c&&t  b&rGii&i@--T”~~~ 7. 1’
by vacuuming. use a soft cloth to wipe up any seml-embedded  partldes.:  This area : ...~. ,...‘. . . . .-.
should be free of conductive  carbon dust  ~-~-=F==+?-~zzz:- -  .._I_-__  .  

., ,.,,:..  -:.-“ ,.  .
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SECTION

4. All fillers used with  the system  are to be inspecfed  and replaced it necessary at lhis  tim,
The replacement time for  the Nters  depends primarily on the operating environmenr  of
the equipment.

Note:

If the  sysrem  is located in a poor operating environment. the  fillers should be inspected
more  ofien  for best performance.

i.

6.

Clean the confro,  cabinet to  ensure that al, componenrs  are operating in a clean
environment. Remove any debris or dust that may have formed  on the vents .of  lhe
conuol  cabinet. Check inlet and outlets of the ventilation fans if they’are installed.

~..  .
Va’ape;  any dust or panicles that may have accumulated ‘in the bottom of the control

7. Log any abnormalities. ___-...  __.-._._.  L

. - .L.
6.4 LueRl~cnTloN ii -: , *nn,~C. .-_-_

._.-

.:__.  _~  .__-  ..-.
The system requires lubrication at intervals in ac~cofdahcei;jith.ihe  Cutiricaiion.‘cu,~eiinesaii~~:~:~~~~~:
this section. Refer to sheet for quantih/  type of Iubdtint  ‘a%d  ,nte&:-’  ”

._ . -...---. ..~  ;?I..  . .  ,~X -“.  ~--  - . :
.:

l t ’ WARNING l - l - ~. __ . ,,
.Li

.I ._. ,,, . . ..=_.....= _ .._-A------ .T.---?  _-. . . . . . _.__.  - ~-.--_
“--:: TURN OFF SYSTEM  AND REMOVE ALL iNPUT_P&&  ‘SRF&&(TOR$&$  ~~~$~‘“_:

LfJSR,CAT,GN  PRGCEGURES.  VERIFY M?m’ay~CvRnTE:YOLTOHM’  METER,z;:.+:~-
FAILURE TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN INJURY;- _. ‘.

.._. .-.
-.( .._ .:L  l-__  _ _  ., ._‘.‘:’  -.-  : ‘~  ~-...“--  :-:..-.-  -‘- ~.-_---‘.~--=-

._ _..-  - .--z.-.  .- :--  .~.
. ..( .___._  i.-  ,._..,:  :.-.  - -  ::I”--ldenlify  b e a n n g ,  type  and  quantity  of’lub%cant.  .

-  .--  :
.- --.-  -. -  ‘:‘: _ _ _

._,__,_-_,________  -- . . ..--.  --c---------  ..-  -.-~ .: .
..- ::.  ...i_ .__:  :..-  I 1

2. Lubricate bearing  using fhe  approprkte  procwure-of  the  two  pnjcedures  iisted  be,&.--  I

PROCEDURE FOR LUBRlCATlON  OF BEARINGS WITH’RELIEF PLUG OPPOSITE GREASE FIT-&G  .- (

1 . Shut down SAU.
-. ...  __:

Llsten  for any abnormal noises as rorory  sp,ns  do&. Allow.for ioto$“”  ;
to come to a complete stop.

.. . . . :

&
(

I_

2.

3.

4.’

5.

6.

7.
-.

6.

._. .,... r
Remove relie, p,ugs an,, c,ean t,,e  @iease &i,&$ a:;$, ;yi;e’. :‘- :::-- ._ _ .‘ZZ.a __.

Clean the exterior of the grease fining.
-_..  ..:. : _..,-,  ,. - . -Yz-.:  T-‘-‘-y

.,. ..~  _....  _--- j .-..  _-
Using  the grease gun mentioned above. pump ,njhe  proper amount O!  grea&-  (Fresh
grease should /usI  start  to exit fhe  relief holo.) ‘-

Stan and run  SRU with relief plugs removed.-Allow SRU tdiun  until grease pr&suro-,s’.-..
re,,evsd.  approximately 10  minuies.

.~. -. . ..- .I

Shut down SRU. ,.. .-_  _ ,.-.
_.-..-.  _--.-  .. ..~  __ ~ . . . . ~~  :.. y:.-. --7,:  7.: ‘: (

Uean  area around  relief  hole and replace plugs  .-:,  _ ,;,:.  ]- .~,
:- I.. , ,,...  3 -.L.. 1 I

!
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0 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SECTION 6

9. Check for grease oozing along  shaft at inner and outer bearing covers. Clean off excess
grease.

10. Lubricate coupler as required.

11. Log any abnormalities in remarks secfion  of lubrication chart.

PROCEDURE FOR LU&=llCATlON  OF BEARINGS WITHOUT RELIEF PLUGS OPPOSITE GREASZ
FITTING  :

1. Shut down SRU. LisIen  for any abnormal noises asrotory spins down.-Alloti?&  rotoiy ‘I- -‘.
lo come 10 a complete stop. ~.-

2.

3.

4.

Clean the exterior of the grease lilting. 1.

^ __-_.  _install the proper rype of grease into a CLEANh3ridoperated  grease gun.-~- .-  -.  L  LX:; =-.:---

_ .
Using the grease gun mentioned above, pump in the proper-amount 07 grease.:“.-’  -“=. ” ‘.- -_ _~

5. Remove the grease fining. ‘in ~. ._-.  - . ..- -. .._ __.  _,~_  .;:,.;-  c..:.

6: .~’
‘L :. ~.~ _,_._  ~-.  .-__Start and run SRU with grease fining removed:“Allow.SRij.io’run  unurgrea~e  pressure _. _-:.

is  relieved. approximately  10 minmes. ‘- e’.x;^:-:e~:  i ..;; _ ~..  ::- ;=!-  .: ..c:  ,::-+I1.~. . --._ ----.- _-... -
_..~

6.  . ’ ..: - . ..
_,. _..._ . .- . .._ --.. .- ..- .~...

Clean grease fitting aiui  irei  arou&  ilmng---  ., - : ‘-~ .----‘.  -’

” 9. Check for grease oozing along shaft .at  inn& arid  ‘otiier  bearing co?ii?isY-Clean-off  excess ~’  .-t.
g r e a s e . :.. .-ii>_  i-

1 0 . Lubricate coupler as required. ” ~--. .’

11. Log  any abnormalities in remarks section oi lubricatioh  chart. . . _ ~, _..

6.5 FINAL  lNSPE(-J-ION :._
_ .~ _.

.-  ..-....  ..-I;..:.:;.

After  completing any mainlenance  proceduie:lolldw.th~S~  guidelines before restarting  the system:
These steps will ensure lhat  the system is ready to be placed back In service. -.:. 2.:. .’  1;. t .-.’

1. Gather all tools and deaning equipment used,for  the preventive maintenance performed.

2.

3.

4.

Reinspect the  system for fools and  &aning ‘equipment.: :;;.&, .x:-S:~:.:...x.,~.:  ~.e+:s+---:-  ::-Y-- -

Replace all sheet metal and protective  covam----.--=.=  ._ -:: =~~:=r;:-:-+===?_ _ _ _  -.._ -._

_. ..~..
Remove all dirt, debris or trash from the’ir&iate  area.

.:-.  ,-  1
4
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SECTION 6

5. Reapply AC input and DC input  10 lhe  system. Verify wilh an accurate Volt Ohm Meter.

6.1 Star! up rhe system  foffowing  the  standard sranhg  and  Operation  procedures. Listen for
any abnormal or loud noises  as Ihe system is spinning up to speed.

7. If noises exist. stop  Ihe system  and;denlify  the related area. Repair as necessary

6. Log in Ihe  hours indicaled  by rhe  running time tier&and  operate [he  system as hor’kaf,

9. Log all repairs performed 10 lhe system.

6.6 LUBRICATION GUIDE

BEARING LUBRICATION INTERVAL/HOURS 6 MONTHS OR $.OOO HOURS _-.

AC MOTOR BEARING #
_- _._-.-__._._  . . - ----.  .,.

- - -  - -  ---~‘--.O%!E  ORSHARltiD  .,.

OUNCES (weight) of .-..~  _-L  ’ .
. _ - -., TYPE LUBRICANT--. _...

___-....,  - - - -  -.-..-_._.-... .
AC GENERATOR BEARING  #

.._,  _..~  _.. ._ .~  -...  --- -.  .-
--

-.-.  -- .-1.--.:.  :q)pp(JSITE  (o~,VMRSHA~  ENo)

OUNCES (weight) of ..
T.._~Z..--.-;‘;~~~-iUQRICANT-  _

,. ,,: : , .,-,.::  . .._ j. _-.  ,..i-. -  7.1  .: ._ ;.
.-..  A‘.  -  7
_-_  -  -. _  :... ,.

~~-i-..I-  : -- * -_.-D C  MOTOR/GENER~$TQR  BEARING  # .-;=-  --=~,I--“---;=--D~,~~  OA.SH/\REND  ,.-,
. _. . I..

-- ‘- -‘. ~- TYP%-LLiBRICANT-~.
-___,,_,.__._  .-I .,  :.; ..--  ..,. _-.. .-.- : ___ ::.:--.:  ;...:--.::.  ..1

_..-__ _.___.  -  ---. ___.._  -_---_-_._..--.Z-L  __. - - ,_  _. . . .~~  -. -----‘L-:.-., _ _____ -.-.-  _-  -..-..  -.-..
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REMEDIAL MNTENANCE SECTION 7 8

l l l WARNING l * -

CO NOT use compressed air; it could force Ihe conductive carbon dust to
permeale  the interior of the molar.

1 .

2.

Stop system and remove all input power.

Use a high-powered vacuum cleaner ,with  a slit attachment that can reach into the ”
commutator and brush area. Also use a small DRY paint brush to dislodge the carbon
panicles from brush holders, brush holder studs. wear sensor standoffs. commutator
risers, and general motor end bracker  interior so the vacuum can remove them. Do a
thorough job IO ensure prolonged motor life.

7.2.2.4:6

1.

2.

7.2.2.4.7

1.

REPLACEMENT OF ENDBELL COVERS:
-.  .

Reihsfall  the covers.

Ae-tighten cap screws.

RE-ENERGIZE DC MOTOR/GENERATOR:

Slart  SRU (normal start)._____. --.-_.-.- -.  ..-.

-.. ~~__.. __.__ -. ,&.  7.---- ~:T --~ .,..
3. Observe ‘normal battery voltaae on DC meter.

PROCEDURE COMPLETES . . . . . _ . ~-’

_..

.- . . .

: “2 . ..’
::..  :

t. :..:.  _
I
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( 6 1 2 )  5 2 9 - 9 5 1 6DAVl?S  ELECTRIC INC.:
-1977 iVESi  Rp.EFf R?AD.  NePTI;:

;MINNEAPOLIS..MI,~NESOTA.$~~~~’ I? M. REPORT

c MER?UNlT*
a?. !
ADDRL”j TELEPHONE DATE

I
CITY STATE ZIP

CONTRACT EXPIRATION DATEr JOB CONTACT

MO  H O U R S SERVICE REOUESTEO  BY

ALLOWED TO POWER SYSTEM DOWN: .

CONTROL CABINET FREE Oc PUST:

AUX. CONTACT MOD IF REGUIREO:AIA2

A R E  CONNECTKJNS TfGHT-  I;

SENSE LINES
‘.:.

I N P U T S

OUTPUTS H E A T  T A P E :  Y E S  N O

POT SETTING9  LOCAL REMOTE

mE OF SWITCHING SYSTEM

St
ASSOCIATED SYS7EM  SERIAL

IF MANUAL SWJTCHING SY.STE;H CHECK 0. V l?  SETTING

MO ROOM TEMP: NORMAL HOT COLD

TIMERS LUBEDr 02 03 Dll

START’ UP TIME RIDE THROUGH

D3 ARROwDO-DII ARRO- D O T

B E A R I N G S LUBED

TECHNlClANS REPORT

TES
~0

. . TECHNICIAN DATE

., . ., : .- . : : .’ TECHNICIAN DATE




